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DI BUCa, Physician in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway, says • Itthe very best ever prepared for medicinal purposes.'ABBOrS SMITH, M.D., M.R.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, says: " It is moreeaaiiy assimilated and is productive of more immediate benefit than the other kinds of* oillare."
DR. RUDDocas, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., says: "We are glad to be able to give our ei-phatic recommendation to so pure a preparation."J. MARION SiMs, M. D., New York, says: 1 have prescribed it almost daily, and have everyreason to be perfectly satisfied with it.''
DR. L. A. Baa, New York, says: " Moller, of Christiania prepares an'Oil which is per-fectiy pure, and in every respect all that can be wished.'N. B. SaxDs, M.D., New York, says: " It je remarkably free from Impurities'

W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW YORK.
Sole Agents for United States and Canada.

HBRST PR] O RTIFØIA Lfa
ANDSURGICAL APPLIANCES

PPARATUS of every description made to order, for Paralysis, Hip'pjoint Diseme, Weak Ankles, Club Feet, &c.
JAMES AUTHORS,Lr IV 16 King Street East, Toronto.

1 o- TORONTO, Sept. 17, 1874.
x oI have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuity, andexcellence of workmanshp shown Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those manufactured in any part of the worldR

JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C.S. England

DR. REEVE
ICAN BE CONSULTED IN REGARD TO

DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR,
At the Tecumseh House, Londozi,

On the First Saturday of every month.
Residence and Office, 22 Shuter, St., Toronto.M

BELMONT RETREAT, QUEBEC.
This Institution opened in 1864 as a Private Hospital fothe Insane has recently baen considerably enlarged, and nor

furnishes excellent accomodation for this class of patients.
A separate department is also furnished for Inebriates.Patients are admitted on the certificates of two medicalmen.-Terms from $6.oo to $îo.oo per week quarterly iOadvance. For further information apply to

G. WAKEHAM,
Proprietor.

P.O. box io4r, Quebec, P.(

or W. WAKEHAM,
Resident PhysiiaO'
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WILLING & WILLIAMSON'S LIST.

PHYSICIAN'S VISITING LIST FOR 1877.

Of the following Sizes, bound in the best manner, with Tucks, Pockets, and Pencils.

For 25 Patients weekly ..... Price $î.oo Jan. to June Price, $2.50
t 50 i " · · ·· · " -25 For 50 Patients weekly, 2 vols. July to Dec.

t 75 fi " · · · · 1.50 Jan. tojune

e 100 il ...... 2.00 î00 t f July to Dec. 3.00

INTERLEAVED EDITION.

For 25 Patet For 50 Patients weekly, 2 vols Jan. to June
et5 t f ... i -51For 5o Patients weekly.PriceIS..5 July to Dec.j ... . Price, $3.o00.

W'COPIES sent by mail, postagepaid, upon the receibt of thejprice as annexed.

This list has now been published twenty-six years, and has met with the hearty and uni-
form approval of the Profession in all parts of the country, and is considered an indispensable
companion for the practising Physician.

Ringer's handbook of Therapeutics, 4th ed., (1876). $4.35.

Playfair's System of Midwifery. (1876). $4.00.

Roosa's Ophthalmie and Otie Memoranda. (1876). $1.00.

Balfour Brown on the Medical Jurisprudence of Insanity. (1876). $5.00

Meadow's Manual of Midwifery. 3rd enlarged and revised edition. (1876.) $3.25.

Holmes' Surgery; its Principles and Practice. 1 vol. of 1000 pp. $6.00 and $7.00.

Hammond's Diseases of the Nervous System, 6th edition, revised, re-written and enlarged

(1876), $6.00.

Loomis on the Respiratory Organs, Heart and Kidneys, $5.00.

Beard & Rockwell's Medical and Surgical Uses of Electricity, 2nd (edition, enlarged, $6.25

MAILED POST FREE ON RECEJPT OF PRICE. GET OUR FULL
OA TALOGUES. (gratie.)

WILLING & WILLIAMSON.
Medical and General Booksellers and Importers,

12 King Street East, Toronto.
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CODMAN & SHURTLEFF'S
Atomization of Liquids for Inhalaion, Local Anæsthesia, &c.
B Y the Atomizer, any medicated liquid nay be converted into the finest spray. In this state it may be inhaled into the smallest

air-celis, thus opeuiug a new era in the treatmeut of ail diseases of the tbroat and lungs. (Fig. 15).It consist of the sphere-shaped brass boiler A, steam outlet tube B, with packing box C,D formed to recei e rubber packing through wih the atomizing tube D passes, steam tight,y and by meas of which tubes, of var•ous sizes may be tightly held against any force of steam,by screwing (low the cover while the packing is warm; the safety-valve E, capable of gradua-tion to high or lom pressure by the sprig or screw ln its top, the non-conducting handle, bywhih the boler ay be lifted while hot, the medicament cup and cup-holder G, the supporti A Ul, iron base 1 1, the glass face-sbield J, witb oval xnoutb-piece connected by tbe elastie bandK with the cradle L, whose slotted staff passes into a lot in the shield-stad M M, where itG H may be fixed at any height or angle required by the milled screw N.hat The waste upmedicament cup and lamp are beld in their places in such a mannerthat they canuot fal out when the apparatus is carried or used over a bed or otherwise.
a its aints e bard oldered. It cannot be injured by exhaustion of water, orany attainable pressure of steam. It does not throw spirts of hot water, to frighten orsald the patient. Is compact and portable, occuples space of one-sixth cubie footonly, can b carried fron place to place without removing the atomizing tube or thewater, can be unpacked and repacked witbout oss of time. Will render the best ofservic:e for miany years, and is cbeap la the best sease of the word. Price $6; brasilFig. The complete Steam Atomnizer. parts, nickel plated, additional, $2 50. Neatly made, strog blaek walnut box, withconvenpent handle, additional $2.50.B The înost desirable baud apparatus. Rubber warranted of very basA quality. Valves mperishable, evary ona carefully fitted to its seat and workprfectly iu ail psitions. The bulbs are adapted to all the tubes made bYus for Local Aestbesia ln Surgical Operations, Teeth Extraction and In-Calaflon. Price $400. Eac of te above Apparatus is supplied with twoecarfully made anealed glass atomizing tubes, and accompanied with di-actions for use.

E CoDMAN SHURTLEFF, DEverysteam Apparatus is tested with steam, atvery high pressure. Eachapparatus is carefully packed for transportation, and warranted perfect. AlsoRAND BALL APPARATUS, (Fig. 5, without shield) with two glasstubes. 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... $350- ~THE BOSTON ATOMjZ .R ith two giass At i'g 'tubes . 2 50Fig. 5. Shurtleff's Atomizing Apparatus. I TREMONT 2E it 2t00Pat. March 2r, 18t. GLASS ATOMIZING TUBES, to fit any of our Apparatus, warranted
PERFUME ATOMIZER, nickel plated, for toile use 

15
SILVER SPRAY Il " Il ........ ........................ .. ... ... .. .. 50NICKEL PLATED TUBES, for Local Anæsthesia and for Inhalation7.. . 00RHIGOLENE for Local AnSsthesia, best quality, packed .................................-......... 75e. to 2 00NASAL DOUCHE, for treating diseases of the Nasal Cavity, eight dfe · · · · ·..... 1.00

N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ $.0 B.0 erent vareted eac wihtonzle5akd$.0N.B.-To save collection expenses, funds should be sent with the order eiter ln form of draft, $1.50, 2.00, 2.50 and'3 50etter. For complete i lustrated priceîlist of Apparatus, Tubes, &c. se pamphlet pot-office order, or registeredWiIl @end by mail (post-paid), on application, a pamphlet containing two articles, by distinguished foreigu autbority, OnSInhalation of Atomized Liquids," with formule of those successfully employed. Also, au article by Dr. L. W. Thudichumi MRO.P., on "A New Mode of Treating Diseases of the Nasal Cavity," with is formule. Also an illustrated description of the btAparatus for the above purposes, and for producing Local Anuesthesia by Atomization of Rhigolene.
Instruments made to order, Sharpened, Polised, and Repaired.An Illustrated Catalogue of Surgical and Atomiziiig Instruments sent by mail, postpaid, on application.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,Makers and Importers of Surgical and Dental Instruments,
13 and 15 TREMONT STRtEET, BOSTON.R. J. ROSE, corner Queen and Yonge Streets, Toronto, Agent for the Instruments, also thR Pamphlet mentioned.

Mrs. Pearson's Abdominal Supporter.
(Patented Oct. 1870.)

The attention of the Medical Profession is called to the great value cf Mas. PzAnsoN's Abdominal Supporter in thetreatment of Uterine complaints. It i especially adaped to the treatment of partial procidentia uteri, ante or retrover-sion, and i Leucorra, depending on these defect ; by removing the cause it quickly cures the discharge. It is also Of
great service in a lax or pendulous state , of the abdomen and during pregnancy, by giving the much needed support.A perineal pad can be attached to the supporter when required.

The underigned, having tested its value in their practice, kindly allow reference to them as to its excellence andefficiency .
E, M. Hodder, M.D., F.R.C.S, E.; Toronto, R. Blaekstock, M.D.. Hillsdale.N. Bethune, M.D., F.R.C.S., Ed. Toronto. J. Wilkinson, M.D., Woodbridge.Augustus Jukes, M.B., St. Catharines. Edwin enwood, M.D., oatbilton.Dr. Rowand (M.D., Edin.); Quebec. Uzzil Ogden, M.D., Toronto.W. W. Ogden, M.B., Toronto. UzzHelWge, M.D., Toronto.J. Mackelcan, M.R.C.S. E.: H amilton. H. H1. Wright, M.D., Toronto.
D. Henry J. Rid , Hamilton. •Dr. G. L. Mackelcan, Hamilton,Dr. Haery J. Riday, iasilton. 

Dr. McDonald, Hamilton.M. Lavell, M.D., Kingston. 
Edwin Goodnain, MN.B., St. Catbarines.Price $7 9e $10. Please send meaeurement aroun(d lorgest port nf h G , h.Mis Pa RsoN also Danufactures au UMBILICAL PAD or support of the greatest value in the treatment of cases ofTil.ilical lernia ailso SHOULDER BRACES of the miost modern and alppoved styles.

MRS. J. E. PEARSON. 316, Adelaitde St. West, Toronto.
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* * * * Sugar-Coated Pills are more soluble than Gelatine or Compressed Pills.-Prof Remington'spaper

read before American Pharmaceutical Association, Boston, 1875.

WARNER & 00'S

PIL&,I.
PHOSPHORUS is an important constituent of the animal economy, particularly of the brain and nervous

system, and is regarded as a valuable reniedy for the following diseases :

LAPSE OF IMEIORV, I IMPOTENCY, SOFTENINGI.OF THE BRAIN, LOSS OF
NERVE POWERIPHTIHSIS, PARALYSIS AND NEURALGIA.

The Pilularform has been deemed the most desirable for the administration of Phosphorus. It is in a perfect state
of subdivision, as it is incorporated with the material while in solution, and is not extinguished by oxidation.

This method of preparing Phosphorus has been discovered and brought to PERFECTioN by us, and is thus presented inits elementary state, free from repulsive qualities, which have so long militated against the use of this potent andvaluable remedy. This is a matter requiring the notice of the physician, and under all circumst.nces the admin-lStration of Phosphorus should be guarded with the greatest care, and a perfect preparation only used.
Its use in the above named complaints is supported by no less authority than Prof. Delpech, Prof. Fisher, of

Berlin, Dr. Eames (in the Dublin Journal), Dr. Burgess and Dr. Hammond, of New York. The special treatmentIndicated in these cases is-lst. Complete rest of the mind, especially abstention from all occupations resembling
that upon which the mind has been overworked. 2nd. The encouragement of any new hobby or study not in itself
painful, which the patient might select; Srd. Tranquility to the senses, which expressly give in these cases incor-rect impressions, putting only those objects before them calculated to soothe the mind ; 4th. A very nourishing
diet, especially of shell-fish. 6th. The internal administration of Phosphorus in Pilularfwrm, prepared by WILLIAM
R. WARNER e CO.

W PILLS 8ENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF LIST OF PRICES. -M

Phosphori, 1-100 gr, in each
Phosphori, 1-60 4 "

Phosphori, 1-25 '• "
Phosphori, Comp.
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ext. Nuc. Vomice, i gr.
Phosphori, et Nucis Vomic,
Phosphorus, 1-50 gr. Ext. Nue, Vomicoe, j gr.
PhoEphori, et Ferri, et Nue. Vom.
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr.
Phosphori, et Ferri et Quinie,
Phosphorus, i-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr.
Phosphori et Ferri et Nue, Vom. et Quin,
Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr.
Ext. Nue. Vom., 1-8 gr. Quinia Sulph., 1 gr.

Price per 100.
$1 00

1 00
1 00
2 00

2 00

Ext. Nuc. Vom , gr.

Quinia Sulph., 2 gr.

2 00

2 90

2 90

Treatise on " PHOSPEORUS; Its claims as a Theraputic Agent,"
Furnished on application. Address,

WILLIAM R. WARNER & CO., Manufacturing Chemist,
No. 1228 Market Street, Philadelphia.

Warner & Co's Standard Preparations for sale by

ELLIOT & CO.,Wholesale Druggists,

TORONTo, CANADA.

qy:*à C&Im Ê% CU%
jr."L aImmm'm- %J &Lw)
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Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co. HORATIO G. KERN,
LACTO-PHOSPHATES. 

MANUFACTURER OF

FORMULA OF DR. DUSART, OF PARIS. SURGICAL AND DENTAL
Gompound Elixir of Phosphates and Calisaya, INSTRUMENTS, &C.,

A Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonic. Established 1837.

Selegant preparation combines with a sound Sherry HE subscriber would again remind the Medical and Dental Pro-TR1Iseln t prprTo cobnswtf on hry ession that he stili continues to manufacture bis celebratedWine and Aromatics, in the form of an agreeable cor- Instruments in ail the varios branches.dial, 2 grs. Lacto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate Assiduous attention to the details of the business, which an experiofIron, 1 gr. of Alkaloids of Calisaqa Bark, Quinine, Quini- ence of thirty-five years has afforded, has enabled hin to make manydine, Chinchonine, and fifteen drops offree Phosphoric Acid to nniprovements in hiseach half ounce. Unrialled ExtraclinR Forceps,
In'cases convalescing from adynamic fevers, in all condi- Us rUial d Exratin oreps,tions of depraved nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi-. Both as regards their quality and adaption to the purposes for which

lation of food, in nervous prostration from mental and physical tise are intendcd, a desideratumns whic will be appreciated by allexertion, dissipation or bad habits, in chlorotic or anSmic established reputation.
women, and in the strumous diathesis in adults and children, PRIZE MEDAL AWARDED TO-it is a combination of great reliability and efficacy, and it
eay e taken for a protracted period without becoming HORATIO G. KERNepugnant to the patient.

When Strychnine is indicated the officinal solution of the INTERNATIONAL EXIIIBITION 1876.Pharmacopoeia may be added, each fluid drachm making the All the Latest Improvements and Novelties.4th of a grain to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuable
ombination in dyspepsia with constipation and headaches. Ali orders entrusted tn his carh will be promptly attendedThis compound is prepared with great care, and will be main- to.
ained of standard purity and strength. Prepared by fit Catalogues furnished on application.

T. B. WHEELER, MONTREAL, D. C. HORATIO G. KERN,SOL D BYALL DRUGGISTS. Oct. 1873. No. 21 North Sixth St., Philadelphia.

Electro-Medical Instruments GEORGE TIEMANN & CO.,
and Batteries. F. A. STOHLMANN. ESTABLISHED 1826. ED. PEARCE

FLEMMINC & TALBOT,
o. 814 FILBERT STREET, PHILADELPHIA. 67 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK.

AVING largely increased our manufacturing facilities,we are now prepared to furnish the finest work, with AND IMPoRTERS 0F
latest improvements, on reasonable terms.
Portable Galvanic, Faradic, and Caustic Batteries, with
mplete applying apparatus. and Electrodes and Conduc-
s, in ail their varieties, constantly on hand.
Contracts made for the erection of permanent batteries in

, gt, p a e o ices.

A full supply of Electro-Medical Books always in store.
communications by mail promptly attended to. Send for
catalogue.

SURGERY TO LET.
No. 1 Mary Street, Cor. King, Hamilton.

N THE RESIDENCE OF 'THE LATE DR. O'REILLY;OR has been used as a Surgery for over 32 years. Apply to Dr. C.O'Reilly, Toronto Hospital, or to Mrs. G. O'Rielly, Hamilton.

.$3000 A YEAR.
A Medical Man wishes to dispose of his property and good will ofpractice, worth $3000 a year. Tie property consists of a good dwell-g house, outbuildings, &c., and will be sold at a reasonable price.l- Villaioe r surrounded by an excellent farming district. No oppo-sition. F raddress apply to IlLancet Office," Toronto.

RECEIVEDs

2 Awards at Centennial Exhibition 1876.
2 First Medals and i Honorable MentiOO

at International Exhibition, Santiago'
Chili. 1875.

2 Silver Medals and i Bronze Medal at
International Exhibition, Paris, 1876.

Wr Our Catalogue, numbering 462 pages and containing
1575 engravings, handsomely bound in cloth, cn .eobtained for cost of binding, 75 cents ; postage 22 cents.
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
MEDICAL DEPBRTMENT-BOSTON MASS.

.Ninety--Fourth Annual Announcement, 1877--78.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE:
CHARLES W. ELIOT, LLD., President. CHARLES B. PORTER, M.D., Demonstrator of Anatomy
CALVIN ELLIS, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Dean. and Instructor in Surgery.
JOHN B. S. JACKSON, M.D., Prof. of Pathol. Anatomy. FREDERIC I. KNIGHT, M D., Instructor in Percussion,
OLIVER W. HOLMES, M.D., Prof. of Anatomy. Auscultation and Laryngoscopy.
HENRY J. BIGELOW, M.D., Professor of Surgery. J. COLLINS WARREN, M.D., Instructor in Surgery.
JOHN E. TYLER, M.D., Professor of Mental Diseases. REGINALD H. FITZ, M,D., Assistant ProfeJsor of Patho-
FRANCIS MINOT, M.D., Hersey Professor of the Theory logical Anatomy.

and Practice of Medicine, WILLIAM L. RICHARDSON, M.D., Instructor in Clinical
JOHN P. REYNOLDS, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics. Obstetrics.
HENRY W. WILLIAMS, M.D., Prof. of Ophthalmology. THOMAS DWIGHT, JR., M.D., Instructnr in Histology.
DAVID W. CIIEEVER, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Surgery. EDWARD S. WOOD, M D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
JAMES C. WHITE, M.D., Professor of Derinatology. HENRY H. A. BEACH, M.D., Assistant Demonstrator of
ROBERT T. EDES, M.D., Prof. of Materia Medica. Anatomy.
IIENRY P. BOWDITCH, M.D-, Assis't. Prof. of Physiology. WILLIAM B. HILLS, M.D., Instructor in Chemistry.

Other Instructors:
GEORGE H. F. MARKOE, Instructor in Materia Medica.
FRANK W. DRAPER, M.D., Lecturer on Hygiene.

THE FOLLOWING GENTLEMEN GIVE SPECIAL CLINICAL INSTRUCTION

FRANCIS B. GREENOUGH, MD., and EDWARD WIGGLESWORTH, Ja., M.D., in Syphilis.
JOHN 0. GREEN, M.D., and CLARENCE J. BLAKE, M.D., in Otology.
WILLIAM H. BAKER, M.D., in Diseases of Women.
CHARLES P. PUTNAM, M.D., and JOSEPH P. OLIVER, M.D., in Diseases of Children

SAMUEL G. WEBBER, M.D., and JAMES J. PUTNHM, MD., in Diseases of the Nervous System.

PERSONS who hold no degree in arts or science must hereafter pass an examinationfor admission to this School in Latin
in the elements of Physics, and in English. French or German will be accèpted instead of Latin. The admission

examination will be beld in June both at Boston and Cincinnati; in Sept. at Boston only. Instruction is given by lectures,
recitations, clinical teaching and practical exercises, distributed throughout the academic year. The year begins Sept. 27,
1877, and ends on the last Wednesday in June, 1878; it is divided into two equal terms, either of which is more than equiva-
lent to the former " Winter Session," as regards the amount and character of the instruction. The course of instruction bas
been greatly enlarged, so as to extend over three years, and has been so arranged as to carry the student progressively and

systematically from one subject to another in a just and natural order. In the subjects of anatomy, histology, chemistry,
and pathological anatomy, laboratory work is largely substituted for, or added to, the usual methods of instruction.

Instead of the customary hasty oral examination for the degree of Doctor of Medicine, held at the end of the three

years' period of study; a series of examinations on all the main subjects of medical instruction has been distributed through
the whole three years; and every candidate for the degree must pass a satisfactory examination in every one of the princi-

pal departments of medical instruction during his period of study.
DIVISION OF STUDIES.

For the First Year-Anatomy, Physiology and General Chemistry.
For the Second Year-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, Pathological Anatomy, Clinical Medicine, Surgery and

Clinical Surgery.
For the Third Year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, Surgery and

Clinical Surgery.
Students are divided into three classes, according to their time of study and proficiency. Students who began their

professional studies elsewhere, may be admitted to advanced standing; but all persons wbo apply for admission to the

second or third year's class, muet pass an examination in the branches already pursued by the class to which they seek

admission. Examinations are held in the following order:-
At the end of the first year-Anatomy, Physiology and General Chemistry.

a "i second year-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, and Pathological Anatomy.
d i third year-Therapeutics, Obstetries, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, and

Surgery.
Examinations are also held before the opening of the School, beginning September 24th.

REQUIREMENTS FoR A DEREE.-Every candidate must be twenty-one years of age; must have studied medicine three

full years, have spent at least one continuous year at this School, have passed the required examinations, and have pre-
*ented a thesis.

CoURSE oa GRADUATEs.-For the purpose of affording to those already Graduates of Medicine, additional facilities
for ursuing clinical, laboratory and other studios, in such subjects as may specially interest them, the Faculty has

estalished a course which comprises the following branches :-PhysiologY, Medical Chemistry, Pathological Anatomy,
Surgery, Auscultation, Percussion and Laryngoscopy, Opbthalmology, Otology, Hygiene, Dermatology, Syphilis, Pyscho-
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SAVORY & MOORE, 143, New Bond Street, London, beg to cali the attention of the Professiongenerally, to some of the later preparations brought out in England, the purity, and uniformstrength of which can be guaranteed,

GENUTN EPANCREATIO EMULSION and PANOREATINE.
ne reputation of these preparations is now so thoroughly established, that they may be said to be theonly remedies of the description recognized and prescribed by the leading members of the MedicalProfession. No small portion of their popularity is to be ascribed to the fact, that t oey are palatableto the most fastidious, keep good in al climates, and are readily miscible in water, milk, &c. l alecases where Cod Liver Oil fails to afford relief, or cannot be retained by the stomach, PancreatiaEmulsion and Pancreatine are the only remedies to supply its place, increasing weight, and ensuringatrength an4 appetite ; whilst in many cases they prove a mot valuable adjunt to the Oih, which theyassist in digesting.

PANCREATINE W INE. A most pleasant vehicle for administering Cod Liver Oil, with whichif shaken, it readily forma an Emulsion. This preparation whenpresribed by itelf will be found to be a powerful assistant to digestion, and as a remedy for this purpose is largelyPANCREATISED COD LIVER OIL: A reliable combination of Pancreatine with th,
PEPTODYN, the New Digestive Digests al kinds of Food-the FARiNA OUS, FiBioUs,9and OLPIÂGiNoIJs, (being a combination of the severalactive principles of the digestive secretions, Peptic, Pancreatic, &c.)

Five grains of the Powder digests--100 grains of Coagulated Albumen, 100 grains of Fat, 100 grains of Starch.BEST FOOD FOR INFANTS, As Supplied to the Royal Familes of England and Russia.eFeding Infants on the best, i. e. the most ssouri8hing and egu 5
digested Food, bas recently occupied much of the attention of the Profession, and the fallacy and danger f employingBtarch, in the form of Corn Flour and other high-sounding titles, has been repeatedly poined oct.This Food resembles Mother's Milk more closely than any other kind, containing the ighest amount of nourishmentin the most digestible and convenient form.DAiTiURA TATULA, for Asthma and Chronie Bronchitis.Reommended by the Profession as a remedy of great power and usefulness in cases of short and difficult breathing,
spasmodjo ooughing, &c. Orown only by Savory and Moore, and prepared in ail forms for smoking and inhalation.Wholesale of Messrs LYMAN, CLARE & Co., and Retail of the Principal Druggists in the Dominionand America.

WHITTIER, SON &
WHOLESALE

00.,

Mannfacturing Chemisîs and Drugg|ists,
102 Front St., West, Toronto.

John Reynders & Co.,
(Late of Otto & Reynders,)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue, New York,
TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION. (UNDER THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,

stre have inaugnratedi extensive premises running through from Manufacturera and Importerastreet to street the manufacture )f
SUGAR-COATED PILLS AD GRANULES. SURGIÇÂL137 kinds of labels now n use. Sufficient to say the usual formulasUsed ln practice and such as have been made by the difierent makersFn the United States and will make 3000 pills of any desired formula. ANDFLUID nXTRAghc . Tinctures, Syrups, active principles, nearlyevery thing whic might be asked for; we have in use over 150 labelsand will make four pounds of any extract ordered. We have reliableagents in the great European centres and New York, Cincinnati, and otomiü i t= ztSt. Louis, te select for us the best roote, harki, herbe, &c., a new weget lu Canada, which iiumber we wîll lucrease.

SOLID EXTRACTS. Some twenty o the more commonly used SKELETONSsorts we make, the reet we import from England. tStar dard Pharmaceutical Preparations.AN
Eli8i Cinchona Calisaya, (Yellow Peruvian Bark), lizir Cal-isaya, Ferrated, àixir Calisaya, Iron and Bismuth, MIir Cal-isaya, Iron and Strychnla, MilBrom of ]Poteulun=. E1rkrlA T MPyrophosp of Iron. EhUifr Ta=sacum COMP. SYruP 0f NRY-on ""ANATOMICALPO]phoshltes3, Lime, Soda aud Potassa, Syru]p LaeCI-?k«. of fron,ny pLacto-]Phosphate of Lime with Pepelu. tyre « ftos- R PA A IOIr0ePoun (an s Fowler's Chem. Food). ua r f PREPARATIONS.
We have every facility, bestfresh material, skilled labor, and invitethe profession t caîl when visitiu g the city, and asure themelves. Te Manufacture and Importation of every

To introduce our manufactures we will be glad te receive your ordersfor ay of our manufactures which embrace over 400 articles. Send article used by Physicians and Surgeons our Specialties.

for price Liste or trial orders, our preparations have the mcedi- 
Seiliscal properties, ueýja1 doses, priuted on each article and cao ha depended

onuto u e nen t n oeind all ansea do ustated Catalogue and Price IÅst
We ask Canadians tP support home manufactures, as by frserentiart-duties we cannot ship auythiug to our neighbo-m.-Cfl and see us mailed on application, enclosing twelve cents for Postage.
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0F GUN-SHOT INJURY OF THE
BRAIN-RECOVERY.

JOSEPH A. FIFE, M.D., HASTINGS, ONT.

f oOwing interesting case is, I think, worthy
ei 1g placed on record.

see the 14th December, 1876, I was called to
Sanes Anderson, aged fourteen years, (son of

aId Anderson of this village,) who was injured
e explosion of a gun. He had gone out on

ho enthe river to shoot ducks, having an old
it g which he had very much overloaded both

b Owder and shot. When he fired, the gun
tel burst leaving the breach-pin fast to the

About eight inches of the breach-end of
be -barrel was blown away so that it could not
fee fd. The rest of the gun-barrel, over two
ite e g, was projected backward, and the end of
b ered his forehead just above the left eye-

The broken end of the barrel passed
inc- . his skull, and penetrated about three
soirnt! to the brain. The boy instant'y fell, and

se perons who were looking at himwent to
so at had happeied, and found the-gun-barrel
a yfastened in his head thaï it stood up like

e planted in.the ground. In a few minutes
the rke, of this village,-arrived and extracted
to, 111 barrel, which he said required firm traction
rea arrived on ihe spot immediately after its
brain . fron the wound. A large quantity of
and bisubstance that was broken up bulged o ut
hi Ood flowed freely. The boy was carried to,
brokters house. The quantity of brain that was
ad oth ep and removed, was estimated by myself
we rebers present to be at least half a tea-cupful.

t ea ved several fragments of bone that were
soft ctaoy detached, made a pad of a piece of

nd ir011 Cloth, laid it over the bulging brain,
aMled a bandage around the head. His1

pulse was very weak, and appeared as if it would
soon cease. There was quivering of the body, and
the legs moved convulsively.

The explosion occured at half-past five o'clock,
p.m. I remained beside him all night. During
the night his pulse became stronger and fuller, and
in the morning had increased to roo per minute.
I then removed most of his hair, and applied snow
in a bladder, and cold cloths to his head; this had
the effect of lowering the pulse to about 85. We
continued to make cold applications to his head,
being careful to avoid chills. We used no other
dressing to the wound than a cloth wet in Water.
At subsequent dressings four fragments of bone
were removed. His room was kept at a tempera-
ture of between 6o and 65 degrec s. During his
recovery he was kept on light nutritious diet, and
occasionally, when required, a saline purgative was
administered.

For several days at first, when fast asleep or
when arousing from sleep, the patient talked in-
coherently, but this passed of as soon as he was
spoken to. I might here state that the patient
was, previous to the accident, a strong, healthy,
active boy.

Jan. 8th, 187 7.- He was able to get up, dress
himself, and walk about the house. At this time
the integument was rapidly forming over the
wound, and further attendance was discontinued,

Jan. 3 1st.-I was again requested to see hin,
and found him in bed, suffering from severe head-
ache. The skin had formed quite over the wound,
which was now full, or bulging, instead of de-
pressed, as it had been when there was an opening
for the matter to discharge. I made an incision
through the integument, and then passed a probe
one and a quarter inches into the brain substance
in the sane direction as the gun-barrel had entered.
At the depth indicated a small abscess was found,
and more than a teaspoonful of pus escaped. Thii
afforded immediate relief to the pain in hii head.
Matter continued to escape for several days, and
he steadily improved. He is now going about
the village in good health, and as far as I cai
see, without any injury to his mental powers. The
skin has again formed over the opening, and thé
margin of the bones are forming thick and smooth
edges as if they would close, at least partially,
over the opening.

At the time of the explosion there was consider-
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able powder lodged in the patient's face. On the
fourth day after the accident the particles of pow-
der produced suppuration; most of the skin peeled
off, and with it much of the powder came away,
but there is still considerable left, which will mark
his face. It is now twelve weeks since the acci-
dent occurred, and he is apparently well except
that the bone has not yet formed over the
opening.

VESICO-VAGINAL FISTULA WITH
TROVERSION OF THE UTERUS.

RE-

BY P. o'KEIF, M.r., OCONTO, WIS.

Mrs. L. at 38, called at my office about July ist,
1876, on account of an incessant dribbling of
urine, which she said commenced after her last
confinement, July 1874. She was in labour thirty.
six hours, arm presenting. The physician in
attendance delivered her, using a corset lace as
a.tractor. In about two weeks after her confinement
the urine began to trickle away constantly. Her
physician treated her for paralysis of the bladder and
continued to do so for more than a year, of course
without the slighest benefit; he then advised her
to give up treatment as there was no hope of cure.
She consulted some others however, but they all
deemed to agree with her former attendant.

On making a digital examination I found the
os uteri directed forwards, showing retroversion
of the uterus ; passing the finger over the cervix it
passed through an opening into the bladder high
up in the anterior cul de sac. On introducing
a speculum and replacing the uterus, a vesico-
vaginal fistula, half an inch in diameter, circular
in form, part of its circumference being formed
þy the anterior surface of the cervix, was exposed.
I explained to the patient her condition and
proposed an operation. I heard no more from
ber until October when her husband called to tell me
ahe was prepared to have me operate. On the
xîth October, ether being administered, the
patient was laid upon the operating table in Sim's
position, and my modification of Sim's speculum
introduced. I began to operate by paring freely
th edges of the fistula, with a long-handled
tenotome. After hemorrhage had entirely ceased,
five double threads of fine silk were introduced

by means of short fully curved needles held '0
Sim's needle forceps. A piece of fine silver WO
being hooked into each of these, the thread 10
drawn through leaving the wire in its stead. b
edges of the wound were now brought in apPO'
tion, the wires twisted, cut off half an inch fro1
the wound and bent down so as not to wound the
opposite vaginal wall. The operation being 0o
completed, the bladder was syringed with Wa
water, and a sigmoid catheter being introduce&
the patient was put in bed, where she renaiw
for eight days, when I allowed her to refflOve
the catheter and sit up or walk about the ho'O
cautioning her not to allow the bladder to becor1c
distended. On the twelfth day after the oPe
tion the sutures were removed and union fo1
complete. I was kindly assisted in the operati
by Drs. Coleman and Paramore of this City.

In a few weeks after the operation I redt>
the retroversion of the uterus and applied Albe
Smith's pessary which keeps it in its propd
position.

The following is the modification of Sim's SPee
lum above referred to. It consists of three bla5d
One of these, similar to a Sim's, is fixed tO
handle. Across the convex surface of the base
this, at its junction with the handle, a piece
metal is bent so as to form nearly a semi4"'1

Its extremities are about two and a half inches a
and from one of these to the other, it is grOOw
to contain the bases of the other two blades, ;W.
are fixed to slide in the groove, but can onlY$
out at the ends, When the speculum is
which it is for introduction, these plates n'g
on the back of the first plate, so that the sp
in this condition is only the width of the
blade, but by means of a thumb-rest attsC
to each blade it can be slid outward in the gr
above described so as to form a speculum Of
width from i ;< to s inches at the base
a corresponding width at the apex. The b
are held in whatever position they are P
by thumb-screws, and the instrument is Wi
before traction is made on the handle.

London is threatened with a severe SDo
epidemic. To encourage re-vaccinatiol
her subjects, the Queen has caused all ie
of her household to be re-vaccinated, and the
to be published by the press.
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1OUBLE UNDERGRADUATESHIP AND
DOUBLE GRADUATION.

(To the Editor of the CANiDA LuxcuT )

tI As so much has been said by par-al evidently ill-informed in regard to the dis-lwane of Double Graduateship and Double
gr'aduateshipÉ in British Universities will you

ettY Publish the following short extracts from
n ers frorn a large number of these seats of learn-

ne question put to each University addressed
e same, viz : whether a student might notSthceed at the same time to his degree in it andlb the j

Plyi e University of London-he of course com-
q dwith the curriculum and passing all the re-

examinations in the respective Universities.
hee reply from the University of Edinburgh to

S thiect that "no University, or examining body
Cndid Country (Great Britain) would object to anyate for its degrées, taking also degrees ortechý es from other " examining, or examining and
th, ng bodies," has been already published in

Y Papers.

S lversity of Cambridge, England, February,$ 187 7 Y

to nothing to prevent a student who is
Dr .àg to a degree in this University fromIt also,>aripassu, to a degree in London.

equently donc.......

(Signed), J. D. LIvxING.

S.'ersity of Oxford, February, xi, 1877.
% tp au far as I know, no reason against the

ngrAdating in Oxford and at the same time> ktuing and graduating in London
do" (University) he has to go through a

teft t use, which he can 'do certainly, consis-
*ith the Oxford course. . . .

(Signed), H. M. ACILAND.»

& niversity of Glasgow, Feb. I3th, 1877.
es Sthi Uqualifying himself for the 1Xedical

i of this University, may at the same time
hsits. r the degrees of the London Uni-

T. MoiR, Reg'r."

" University of Aberdeen, Feb. 14, 1877.
A candidate could therefore pass his matricu-

lation examination at the University of London,
and thereafter study here, and take our degree, and
the degree of the University at London besides.

(Signed), JAs. S. BRAZIER.

"University of St. Andrews, Feb. 13, 1876.
We require our graduates to reside two years at

a University,-as, however, the University of Lon-
don does not require a residence, I think it would
be possible to take the M. D. of London and St.
Andrews at the same time. . . .

(Signed), J. B. PETTIGREW."

"Queen's University, Dublin Castle,
14th Feb., 1877.

I do not think a student could find any diffi-
culty in arranging his curriculum so as to fulfil the
requirements of both Universities, and thus qualify
himself to take a degree in both universities. .

(Signed), JOHNSTONE STONEY."

Comment is unnecessary. Our national Uni-
versity cannot, if it would, pursue a narrower or
more exclusive course than the University of Lon-
don, on which it is modelled.

Yours, &c.

Toronto, March I5th, 1877.
M. D.

SURGEONS IN THE ALLAN LINE.
To the Editor of the CANLDÀ LUC.

SIR,-I have just rectived this Month's number
of the CANADA LANcET. I see it is quite an im-
provement on former ones; and contrasts very
creditably with the miserably "got upn "LOOW
Lanedt. Some of our physicians, to-day, were coar.
plimenting the CANADA LcAC•T én ita Very rpec-
table appearance.

I see you have an article on the " Surgeons in the
Allan Line."; I held an appointment in the
Line during the last twelve months ; but wheu I
came home last time and learned how matters were
shaping, I was so disgusted that I determined on
resigning, if I could get something that would al-
low me time to read for M. R C. S. Fortunately
my ship laid up for repairs, so I came down to Lon-
don a perfect stranger, and in a week, through an
advertisement in the Lancet, I secured the House-

(Signed),

6baa..-
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Surgeonship in the North Kensington Providen
Dispensary. I saw a communication from th(
"Board of Trade" to the effect "that if a ship
took a sufficient number of passengers to put hei
under the 'Passenger Act,' or more properly the
'Merchants' Shipping Act,' that Canadian surgeon
of recognized colleges would be allowed to take
niedical charge." But where the difficulty arose
was when there were only a few passengers the
ship was not put under the " Act " previous to sail
ing, then, in that case, the Candian surgeon was
disqualified from taking charge ; the " Board ol
Trade" considering him capable, it appears, ol
taking charge of four or five hundred, but not ol
thirty or forty. When I came home last time, I
found this to be the state of things, as stated and
undstood by the authorities in Liverpool. The
Allan Co'y were then waiting for a reply from the
" Board of Trade " as to the truth of the difficulty
I have just mentioned, viz., " whether Canadian
surgeons from recognized colleges could legally
take medical charge of a ' short ship,' that is one
carrying an insufficient num ber of passengers to put
her under the 'MerchantShipping Act."' The reply
had not been received when I left, but it appears
by your Journal to have been an unfavorable one
for Canadians. You must understand, that in a
"short ship" the company do not go to the ex-
pense of putting her under the " Act," because it
it is not necessary, although they may do so if they
like. This often occurs in winter, with few passen-
gers, so it was intimated to me when I came home
last time, that if I wanted to go again, I should
have to pay £3. o. o., to put the ship under the
I Act," as she was going out as a " short ship." I

was informed that the .surgeon who sailed the pre.
vious week had done this. This, you will agree
with me, was monstrous for the Canadian-for he
could ill afford it out of his £ o. o. a month. Iis quite time Dr. Hodder's motion was pushed by
the Canadian Government..

Yours truly,
T. GRANVILLE HoCKRIDGE

London, Eng., Feb. 21st, 1876.

Dr. H. A. Martin (Boston MedicalJournal, Feb.1, '77,) says that, duririg the sixteen years in whichhe supplied humanized vaccine virus, he was con-tinually troubled by the complication of erysipelas.
Sinct he has supplied only the bovine virus pe as
had no complaint of erysipelas. . h as

t $tltc¢gtt i{g

REVACCINATION.
r Is it necessary to revaccinate every seven years?
s Is there such a thing as " experimental testing" O

susceptibility or non-susceptibility of the systen tO
small-pox by revaccination ? Does the failure Of
revaccination signify that the person in whom the
operation has failed is insusceptible to small-poX?
Such is a sample of questions which have of late
been sent to us from various sources- questiofil
which, judging from the columns of several of 0u1

f contemporaries of the daily press, would appear tO
f exercise at the present moment certain of the gel'

eral public as well as of the profession. It is 90o
quite easy to understand how any doubt should
exist on the several matters to which these que''
tions refer, seeing the abundant and ready source
of authoritative information (notably Dr. SeatOf' 5
" Handbook of Vaccination ") accessible with re
gard to them. The fact remains, however, and
we proceed to answer the questions categoricall-

First, there is no evidence to show that reVac'
cination, once efficiently performed at or after P"'
berty, need ever be repeated. On the other hani
the frequent repetition of revaccination which ho!
become common during 4larms of small-po], 0
distinctly to be deprecated. Such repetitions e,
as a rule futile ; they are wasteful of vaccine lyrO
when lymph is most precious; they tend to unsetle
the niinds of people regarding some of the best-
established facts as to the preservative power O
vaccination ; and (which ought to be all-sufficieo"
for the profession) they are unnecessary. Tbofficial memorandum of the Local. governieht

Board on revaccination says : " Revaccination oltW
properly and successfully performed does 4t of
pear ever to reguire retettion." The nurses ao"
other servants of the London Small-pox HosP
when they enter the service (unless it be certhat they have already had small-pox), are iflve
bly submitted to vaccination, which in their e
generally. is.revaccination, and is never afterwad
repeated ; and so perfect is the protectiOn t
though the nurse live i.n the closest and most CO0stant attendance on small-pox patients, and thOu
also the-other·servants are in vaious waysexPOS
to special chances of infection, the resident-surg
of the hospital, during his forty-one years of 0
there, has never known small-pox affect Ore •
these nurses or servants Some thoughtful Pa<
tioners are of opinion that the occurrence of sef.
general diseases after revaccination, such as ete
fever, may weaken the protective influence 0'
vaccination, and that where this has happened, '0
génerally where, long after revaccination, a Peis brought into immediate contact with smalla second revaccination is desirable. This iS,
ever, a very different thing from the promniscolo



reaccination which has come into fashion in pe-
lods of epidemic small-pox; and, although proba.

bly an unnecessary precaution, it need not be dis-couraged-

.Next, as to the success or non-success of revac-
C'nation as a means of determining the suscepti-

iit of an individual to small-pox, the notion is
W y fallacious. Revaccination succeeds equally
Well Upon the well-vaccinated as upon the ill-vac-
ci.ated, and vaccination is as successful after
trnaipox as revaccination after primary vaccina-rol' uThe local effects of revaccination may be.duced again and again in the same individual.obtiSeaton says on this subject, " The local results

2tned by the revaccination of any individualgive
sti'rolutely no information whatever as to the con-

tuasonal condition in w/ioh the revaccinatedperson
tWit regard to liability to contract small-Aox.

as frequently been argued, and is indeed oftent be heard said now, that if a revaccination can-
t be made to take, or if it take only in a modified

Way, it is evidence that the constitution would not
at the time take small-pox; whereas, if a complete
local result follows, it may be assumed that the-Protection of the primary vaccination had worneu , and that the person was in danger, or at all
takins in more danger than in the former case, of

ths variolous infection." The erroneousness of
evacW is proved by certain facts derived from
areinations in the Wurtemburg and or own
rect nd which show if the view had been cor-
had, at 319 out of every thousand persons who
had bdsmall-pox, 310 out of every thousand who
thI een well-vaccinated, but only 281 out of every
sentand who had been ill-vaccinated, were in pre-

detrilianger of small-pox; and of the soldiers (not
reprits) in our own army, 541, 485, and 237 would

hich ent the ratios iii the three classes respectively,
'Ch is clearly a reductio ad absurdum. Our

ingledge that revacination exhausts the exceed-
or gy lmited liabihity to small-pox that may exist,Sbroay recur after primary vaccination, rests upon

0a. basis of observation. but we are unable in
liabilven case to judge of the existence of this

oprty from the effects or non-effects of the
on----The Lancet.

BCXJTANEOUS SECTION OF THE NECK
OF THE THIGH-BONE.

Mr. * rdrtcoc . Brodhurst contributed a paper (Clin.Zondn), in which two cases were fully re-
e andseven others, also operated upon by

were referred to. In each of the two
a~d the right thigh was flexed upon the pelvis,

he1Cc aknee was crossed over the opposite thightere aitmanner as to close the vagina and to in-re with the evacuation of the bladder. AS a

6bib..-

consequence of this position excoriation of the
- thighs, with considerable discomfort, constantly

occurred ; whilst the shortening of the limb in
one instance to the extent of seven inches, and in
the other to the extent of four inches, rendered it
necessary that artificial support, such as sticks or a
crutch, should be used in walking. In the first
case the patient's age was eighteen when she first
came under Mr. Brodhurst's care in 1864. As the
resuit of an accident at eight years of age, hip-
joint disease had been established, followed by
suppuration, and eventually by bony ankylosis,
with the the thigh flexed and adducted. Mr. Brod-
hurst divided the neck of the femur subcuta-
neously. The external wound was an inch and
a-quarter in length, and the knife was then passed
down to and over the neck of the femur ; it was
then withdrawn, a small strong saw was introduced,
and the bone divided immediately above the tro-
chanter. The saw was then reapplied,and a small
portion of the bone removed. The wound healed
by first intention. The limb was placed semiflexed
on an interrupted splint. In six weeks the patient
walked with help, and bore some weight on the
foot. Fair motion of the limb in all directions
resulted, and still remained, twelve years after the
operation. In the second case the girl was aged
16, and had bony ankylosis at the hip-joint, with
great flexion and inversion of the thigh. Inflam-
mation had commenced nine years previously, and
was followed by abscess. Mr. Brodhurst, in this
case, made the external wound only just large
enough to admit the small saw with which the neck
of the femur was divided. The bone was exceed-
ingly solidified and thickened, felt like ivory, and
twenty minutes were occupied in completing the
section. There was some hæmorrhage. After
section the limb could be fully extended, but ex-
tension was painful, and consequently, for several
days the thigh was kept slightly flexed. Suppura-
tion took place, and an abscess formed at the junc-
tion of the upper with the middle third of the
thigh. The splint was removed, and extension
was then made by means of weights. In about
three months the patient could walk and bear her
weight on the limb. Mr. Brodhurst had done
eight similar operations, some with the smallest
possible opening, others with an opening about an
inch in length, and he "had always found that
where the opening was small, and there was, in
consequence, stretching and bruising of the adja-
cent soft structures, suppuration followed ; but that
where more room was allowed for the necessary
movements in dividing the bone, healing took
place very rapidly." A large opening was there-
fore desirable to prevent injury to the soft struc-
tures, but it need not be placed so as to corres-
pond, when the operation was complete, with the
section of the bone. " The subcutaneous charac-
ter of the operation did not depend so much on
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the size as on the position of the wound." In any moverent of the imb. The operation some cases which had been recorded, afTer opera- an antiseptic one; the opening in the skin was Rtion, the deformity had remained. The wound small as possible, and the wound was dressed anti-should then have been enlarged, and either a septically. A good deal of suppuration at firtwedge-shaped or circular piece of bone removed, occurred at the site of the operation, but a freor the operation of Mr. Gant, of division below drainage was established, and the patient then Co1-the trochanter, should have been chosen. Where tinued to improve. Now there was firm boulthe bone was -ery hard, it should be divided with union at the hne of section. The case was intefrthe saw; the chisel of Volkmann, as used by Mr. esting from the nature of the operation. It WOMaunder, should be reserved for cases where the unique in being an operation done with the safbone was tolerably soft. ahere the ankylosis was below the trochanters in an adult. Probably, gfibrous the bone was soft and divisible with the the wound had been closed hermetically directlychisel; but it was undesirable to resort to a cutting after the operation, there would have been no Sup-operation when deformity might be removed with puration. The saw and knife which were usedthe use of the knife were both dipped in carbolic solution before theoperation.ANKYLOSIS OF HIP-JOINT: SUBCUTANEOUS SECTION Mr. Barwell regarded the employment of anti0F SHAFT OF FEMUR. septics as of great importance, and cited two casesin neither of which did suppuration or pain eXist.Mr. Croft exhibited a patient whose case, he With respect, however, to the choice of insUwsaid, bore upon the question of the respective ments, he thought that the dust left from the usemerits of dviding the fenur above or below the of the saw was liable to irritate the wound and Settrochanter. The man was a clerk, aged 22. In up suppuration. As the operation was one ofJune, 1875, he felt pain at the hip. Until then, he convenience merely the percentage of deaths Wshad fet quite well, except that three months pre- too high to warrant its adoption. But with theviously he had contracted gonorrhee. The dis- use of the chisel and the antiseptic method thecharge ceased soon after the pain at the hip began, ri9k was reduced to a minimum, and with antise'and neer reappeared. Two months before the tics the subcutaneous method was not so imper-pain cofemenced, he feil from a height of about tive. Mr. Barwell then referred to the variOOOfive feet on to bis hip. There was swelling about modes of operation that had been adopted, a16the hip and thighg at the end of June: and in the said, that whatever might be the ultimate result ofgroin at the end of July. In August, there was a any operation its value must depend upon thegreat pain on moving the hip, and no starting pain presence or absence of suppuration.at night; the end of that month there was a large Mr. Gant thought the views taken by membedabscess. In October, the abscess was punctured, were too mechanical, the most important pointand a large quantity of greenish pus was let out. being the conditions that were most favourable toThe discharge lasted until February, 1876; it then the operation. Adam's operation was not adaptedceased and a sound scar formed. In March he to two conditions of the disease-viz., where therewalked about with the help of a chair. On May was scrofulous disease of the joint, in which C3e29th, he was admitted into St. Thonas's aospital ; the neck of the thigh-bone was gone, or was nohe had neer had rigors nor cough. Onadmission sufficiently vascular to unite ; and, in the secOfl6he was thin and prespired easily; his appetite and place, where the neck was much enlarged by desecretions were natural. The thigh was rotated posit due to chronic rheumatic affection. Theseoutwards, to that the neck of the thigh-bone facts induced him in 1871 to recommend divisiootouched the rim of the acetabulum. On June of the neck just below the trochanter, and tWO23rd, the ank e formed by the thigh and the mid- cases were referred to in which this measure *die ,ne of the trunk was 14 degrees. On July followed by success. As to the operation, neither3rd, the patient was examined under chloroform Barton's nor Sayre's could be called subcutaneogeby Mr. Croft and Mr. MacCornac. No motion The saw could not be set aside for the chisecould be produced, and it was concluded there His operations had been recently successfully Pewas bony ankylo8is. On July 2th, the shaft of formed by Prof. Pancoast, and Mr. Maudethe femur was divided below the trochanter by Mr. agreed with Mr. Gant in not regarding Mr. BrOadCroft, in the presence, amongst others, of Messrs. hurst's case a subcutaneous one. He thought theAdams and Gant. This operation was chosen rivalry between the chisel and saw a wholesl0because, had section of the neck of the femur been one. In his opinion, the saw was preferable foradopted, the incision must have been made section of the neck of the thigh-bone when it Wthrough old scar-tissue, whilst there were also ad- desirable to establish a false joint by simple lin
hesions in front of the bone which would have section of the boue, and on account of the POformd obstacles to the use of the saw at that bioity of suppuration, he thought this Wospot. Further, Mr. Croft did not wish to obtain ultimately be the only case in which the sawWOe
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orsed. Mr. Croft's case did not appear a fav-0'able one for the use of the saw ; and in onl91le onl ofy

s~tru f his own eight cases did he use that
a notent, and the patient, though done in June,Wa uot well yet. In nine cases where the chiselMsed suppuration had only occurred in two.

first . Furneaux Jordan stated that he was the
of t perform subcutaneous division of the neck
Ot fenur by Adam's method. This was in a

With 'Woman with strumous disease of old date,
linb. eat flexion and adduction of the affected
of A punctured wound was made and the neck
opetie bone was divided with a strong saw. The
o ant 'was not strictly subcutaneous, and

less atheptic precautions were used, but, neverthe-
.the case did well.

)sr coryant also thought that Mr. Brodhurst's
a %eo cold not be called subcutaneous. He had
f1>0d Opinion of the subcutaneous operation, and
ay Cses in which he had performed it with a

a al successful. No antiseptics were used, a
c e alvular incision was made, the operation

tiPied only two or three minutes, no suppura-
Sacncurred, and the recovery was rapid. Mr.
er toten said, that when the neck exist, Adam's

trtiQl was better than division below the
to, anter, but if it were present, Gant's or Bar-
that t With regard to the instrument, he thought

e the oice of chisel and saw seemed to depend
r the fancy or whim of the operator.

could breodhurst said that none of the operations
tter strictly subcutaneous, and that tt did not

quaer whether the incision was one or one and a
th iches in length. He had also operated
e ha Sall wound, merely a puncture three times.

aperated on nine cases in all, in three with
le incision, n the others with one of about
e ent. A full incision gave greater freedom ofrto elut and prevented any suppuration arising

n rusing of the parts.
ouldb alender suggested that the operationa es e called " valvular," as " subcutaneous"
d Wcei.y an incorrect definition.-Med. Press

CTION 0F AMMONIA INTO
VEINS IN COLLAPSE.

THE

recent occasion, I injected ammonia in a
been elapse from scarlet fever. The patient

e Unconscious and at the time of
sts'; there was no perceptible pulse at the,ti the respirations were about six to the min-

as t arms up to the elbows were livid and
re also the nose, lips, and ears. After

ijec Of the liquor ammonie fortior had
ousiaied into the median cephalic vein (pre-' id bare and separate from surrounding
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tissues), the patient gave a cry and threw up his
arms ; the pulse returned to the wrists ; the
natural hue and temperature to the nose, lips, etc.;
and consciousness returned, so that he could hear,
understand, and give int'lligent replies to my
questions. Three hours afterwards he was again
in a state of collapse ; and this time I injected
eight minims into the median vein, with the same
result as before. In an hour and a half, he was
again in a state of collapse, and died before I
could find a vain to inject. In this case, the un-
diluted liquid ammoniæ was injected, although Dr.
Halford recommends now to dilute with equal or
two parts of water. The effect after each injection
was almost instantaneous-certainly under one
minute after each. Although life was not saved,
it was prolonged for six hours ; for I am satisfied
that the patient would have been dead within five
minutes of the time I first injected.

The case is instructive fron a medico-legal point
of view, for there was perfect return of conscious-
ness after the somewhat prolonged period of per-
fect unconsciousness ; and this might be an im-
portant thing in the case of signing wills, identifying
murderers, or giving last instructions to relatives
summoned from a distance, etc.

There was no appearance of sloughing, although
the undiluted liquor ammoniæc fortior (B. P.) was
used ; and I am convinced that the danger of
sloughing need never be an impediment to its use in
ordinarily skilful hands ; and if, after baring the
vein, a few drops of oil be poured over the wound
before inserting the nozzle of the syringe, that
danger is reduced to a minimum.

My case was a lad aged 15, weighing over i n
stone and measuring 6 feet i inch. He died on
the 7th day of the fever. The eruption had been
well marked ; but on the fifth day it began to
assume a livid hue, and severe jactitation set in.
There was no suppression of urine at any time,
and the throat was unaffected. The highest tem-
perature recorded in the case was 103.4 deg. Fabr.
R. D. PINNOCK, M.B., Melbourne, Victoria.-
Brit. Med. Journal.

MODERATE DRINKING.

Sir Henry Thompson presided at a public
meeting of the National Temperance League
on the 7th of February, and gave his opinion
against moderate drinking. "Our controversy;"
he is reported to have said, "is with the great
mass of people who believed that alcoholic or fer-
mented liquors were good and necessary articles of
diet for men, women, and children ; " and again,
"lhe doubted whether, in many cases, or perhaps
in any case, alcohol was valuable in the dietary of
healthy people." Men of a convivial turn will attrò
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bute such cord views of the use of alcohol and less objectionable forms of food. That such driOkfermented liquors to dyspepsia or some other ing produces drunkenness has yet to be proyVphysical inability to enjoy them. But they are the as it bas yet to be proved to be essential toviews of a man of large special experience, and 1health.-yze Lancet.should have great consideratio . Sir Henry ad iththat for purposes of very exceptional work, mus-
cnlar or nervous, a man might use alcohol, and,further, that the effect of it on persons is so differ- FRACTURE OF CERVICAL SPINeent that no dogeatic rule can be laid down for STRICTURED URETHRA; PUNCTeverybody. There is a moderatio in this language OF BLADDER ; POST-MORTEMhich befits a medical speaker, and which, in our PEARANCES.opinion greatly adds to its strength. Sir Henry's
views on the use of these articles in what he con- (Under the care of Mr. Christopher Heath.)sidered moderate quantities in diet have long been For the following notes we are indebted tO 1before our readers, and constitute a rnost valuable Gouid, surgical registrar. rtcontribution to the study of lithiasis, one of those G. P aged thirty-si, a very intepeerrors of assimilaiion which we believe to be at the man, -- , tge tepsa run ne trootof grat ealof isese n mddl ent te mn, fell down twelve steps while drunk on SePtroot of a great deal of disease in middle and ad- 2nd, 1876. He was at once rendered unable tvanced lIfe. Dr. Richardson refuted the notion imove his arms or to walk, and was carried to bethat alcohol gave warmth and strength. By accele- After about half an hour he "fainted," and 'rating the action of the heart, it gives rise to ex- mained unconscious for about fifteen minutes.cessive muscular action and easte of tissue. then continued restless and sleepless until the dateThere is a difficulty in defining "lmoderate"I of his adm ission, Sept. 3rd.drinking, as Sir Henry Thompson said. And it is On admission he was quite conscious. 3dealmost equally difficult to be moderatein speaking found to bave complete motor paralysis of theabout this subject, though we are convinced that leg and of the extensor muscles of both atissnedicai men wiil do good in proportion as their forearms, his respiration was entirely diaphragmnae5speech is jud icial and scientific. We doubt whether he complained of a little numbness in the hanit is right to say that oderate drinking is the and left leg, but there was no distinct paralysisparent o? excessive drinking. But what is moderate sensation; he had a sense of constriction round.tdrinking? We can best get at a notion of it by upper part of abdomen; priapism only partea

saying what it is not. Drinking early in the day pupils were equal and acted to light , no fais fot consisient with moderate drinking. The man paralysis; some tenderness all down spine,who begins the day with " a soda and brandy I most marked over the sixth cervical vertebra,das very littie respect for his constitution ; and if dispacement was detected. Dr. Gowers saW the does not aiter bis habits, they will alter his patient, and noted, in addition to the loss of Pow
health. Odd glasses of beer and glasses of spirit of the extensors of the arm, that the power intiiin a forenoon do not come within the range of deltoid and flexors of the elbow was goodmoderate drinking. They will shew thernselves in side; that there was the slightest possible o csome rotundity of feature or figure, or alteration ment of the flexors of right fingers, none Of1of colour, some dyspepsia, or lithiasis, or rheu. left; decided loss of faradaic irritability in dematism. That is not moderate drinking which ulnar nerve, and in aIl the muscles suppied bY headds fifteen or twenty beats to the pulse, or which not in the right; littie change in the other dmusb'flushes the face. Finally, all casual drinking is the reflex action much diminished in the left uscbad, presurnably, and not moderate drinking. The There was invountary passage of feces and lsystem will not receive food merely as a matter of tion of urine. On passng a catheter, two stritconviviality at all sorts of odd hours. Stili less wil were found, the posterior of the two only adn'it receive with impunity drink in this way. Drink- a No. i. Thirty ounces of urine were drawfiing which disturbs sleep, either by making it heavy, the urine was acid, and free from albumenor by driving it away, is not moderate. For want sugar. Ordered five grains of calomel as a Plbmeof thought on these points many people who would ge remained in the above condition 1 til t ebe shocked to be considered immoderate, charge night of the 5th, when he became noisy l restlttheir blood and tissues with drink so continuousy and delirous. A chlorai and morphia sreste tthat the system, thougb never saturated wito, is administered. The urine dribbled away, but0never free from, alcohol. Moderate drinking is the 7th a catheter was passed to relieve retthat which consists with a clean tongue, a good He also had another dose of calomel (five eenappetite, a slow pulse, a cool skin, a clear head, a He had now gained a little power in bis aran' twsteîdy hand, good walking power, and light and could bend and extend bis elbows more rsrefreshing sleep. It is associated with meals, and Priapism oniy sligatn y marked. On Sept. eis entirely subordinated to more convenient and compiained of pain starting from his toes, and
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tPren all over his body, but especially running and white substance broken up, and mingled with

to t back of bis neck; the pain intermitted small extravasations of blood. The microscopeisdeath. minutes, and continued to do so until showed abundant 'granule corpuscles.' Thischange
to hS ea 

was equal in the two sides of the cord, and extend-Pu t.Ith.-Temperature 102.2°. Unconscious; ed from the seventh to the eighth pairs of nerves.bein regular, size of pin's head. Mr. Heath, A littie higher, opposite the sixth pair, the cord wasbg ddable to untroduce a catheter, punctured scarcely damaged, slight irregularity in the out-wb and troughthe rectum m the ordinary lines of the anterior grey cornua being the onlyti) and tied in the canula The urine was abnormality. Lower down, between the eighth. 0Oy, ammoniacal and very offensive. Instruc- cervical and first dorsal pairs. the left anterior cornuWere given to have the bladder syringed out alone was damaged, the right side being normal ina1ar3h water twice a day. appearance. Below the first dorsal pair the cordrosePatient cisn a drowsy state, at once appeared healthy. All the anterior roots of theby a touch or by being addressed. nerves appeared healthy to the naked eye, but onteth an Quite conscious. Lies with arms at right microscopical examination those of the seventhtd ovr trunk. Numbness on back of left hand pair were degenerated on the left side, almostft Oer left eg; elsewhere the sensation is per- healthy on the right. In the first dorsal pair theto tr. Gowers examined the patient, and found degeneration was slighter, and was also chiefly onan the electric irritabiîity of the abductor indicis the left side. This left-sided affection of theerv he interossei of left hand and of left ulnar anterior cornu in the lowest cervical region, anddelt o had quite disappeared. The biceps and left-sided degeneration of the anterior roots, cor-,e rritilitMuch weaker, but presented no loss of responds with the loss of electrical reaction in thethe l- Pupils contracted, the left being a little left ulnar nerve observed during lifera There were
Siealler; slight ptosis of left eyelid. Breath- two strictures in the urethra. The bladder was

gue o cyanosis ; chest resonant; no râles. greatly hypertrophied and congested; the puncturedry, was seen to be exactly in the centre of the trigone.the n the 23rd it was noted that the movement in Ureters dilated; kidneys large, deeply congested,ntracte had decidedly improved; pupils slightly and swollen, with numerons whitish streaks of com-bdr acted The canula was removed from the mencing suppuration scattered through the cortex.h ext a'd replaced by a gum-elastic catheter. Recto-vesical pouch of peritoneum normal, nothft day he said he felt weaker; he refused wounded by the trocar. Heart, liver, and spleenhdandin the afternoon vomited: healthy; lungs emphysematous. There was slightes otMuch weker, tongue dry and brown; superficial collapse of the posterior part of theeest ronn but brandy. No cyanosis; no râles; lower lobes; no sign of recent bronchitis.ry bloant to base; extremities cold; urine In some clinical remarks on this case, Mr.sie ody. Profuse perspiration, limited to right Heath referred to the rarity of recovery in cases offno face, was noticed. He died just before injury to the cervical spine, death occurrang ether
tl from bedsores, ulceration of the bladder, or, mostSta yeperature was taken daily, and was con- frequently, from congestion of the lungs due to im-t Y raid2 bu. t only slightly, ranging from 99.20 perfect aeration. The above case was an exampleîoo .2 On one occasion, being generally under of diaphragmatic respiration, the chest-walls beingThe pulse was never over 72. paralysed; but the opposite condition had beenrtebra Spine : The body of the sixth cervical witnessed by the students in a recent case of pistol-Slers crushed in front, and the right anterior shot lodged in the spine, where the diaphgram wasftp rocess broken from the body, and the paralysed, ar at least did not work, whilst the other

steriorught articular process fractured. The inspiratory muscles were intact. As the strictured
ose iuri C mon hlgament was partially lacerated. condition of the urethra rendered it impossible tofo '.rwardes allowed the fifth cervical vertebra to relieve the bladder by catheter, Mr. Heath had noelcrnWards n the sixth. The spinal cord was hesitation in tapping the distended bladder pert is:-" D Gowers, whose report is as rectum, thereby making a dependent opening, bythiwt.h di s ura mater of the cord firmly adherent which the urine flowed away as fast as it waskee eD r cervical vertebra, and a little secreted, without decomposing. Mr. Heath saidon. at the spot ; no other sign of inflamma- that he regarded the result as so satisfactory thatew v etravasations of blood outside dura he would be inclined to adopt the practice in anyter an ucuiay of adhesion; mnner surface of dura other case of spinal injury of a hopeless charactertr I ItYofadhsi thnere beifac o diurta llisdficlisad agr.rh aterna a Mater normal., The spinal cord, on rather than have recourse to constant catheterismac Zeraio asect, was natural, there being no s'ign with all its difficulties and dangers.-The Lancet.to ratn wa, ho tusion Opposite fracture ; the Rev. Mr. Talmage says that King Asa had thehee s, ho wever, slightly lessened. Sec- gout, and the doctors killed him (2 Chron. xvi. 12,showed extensive dusorganisation; grey 13-)2
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THE THERAPEUTICS OF HEADACHE. simple but nutritious; let the sleeping-room b'
large and well ventilated ; in short let the patient

Clinie by Prof. Smith, New York. be surrounded by the best possible hygienic '
fluences. These general remarks wlll applY toGENTLEMEN,XVe take up to-day the therapeu- almost ail forms of headache.tics of certain forms of headache, a very important

subject. Head-ache may be divided into organic SJCK-HEADAcHE.and functional; but I believe you will get a better SICK-HEADACHE
idea of the treatment by dividing the cases accord- I usually recognize two forms of sick-headache,ng to the causes. (so called), the one neuralgic in character,hou will remember we took up purely neuralgic hemicrania and trifacial neuralgia, the other aeadache at the last lecture. dyspeptic headache. In the neuralgic varicty theA headache, when due to nervous disturbance, pain in the head precedes the nausea, while in theuch as occurs in hysterical or excitable subjects dyspeptic variety the pain in the head succeeds thef associated with plethora, often yields to a saline dyspeptic symptoms. In the neuralgic, vomitinhathartic. The most agreeable is the solution of does not relieve the pain, while in the dyspeptic aoitrate of magnesia, and should be given, a full emetic or laxative often removes the pain in theottle of it on an empty stomach. In addition, it head by removing the cause. In addition to thes well to give one of the bromides combined with treatment given in a previous lecture for neuralfaerian. The following prescription I frequently headache, which often occurs at intervals of a feose: 

days, or a week or two, sometimes coming o1R. Sodii bromid···..--...3 vi. sunrise and disappearing at sunset, I have goEhx. valer. amm. ......... results from the use of guarana, or paullîifnl
sorbillis, as it is sometimes called. I give it usUalM. Sig. 3. i. every hour until relieved. in powder, grains fifteen every fifteen minutes, uIf such nervous headache be associated with six doses have been taken. It is best given Inemia, after relieviug the i a

e_ aLLtc wi Llthe bromide and valerian prescription, give iron
and give it for weeks, until there is a decided im-
provement in the patient's condition. Always give
the iron after meals. In these anæcmic cases it is
often advisable to stimulate the heart's action.For this purpose I have found the following useful

R. Amm. muriat ..........
Tinct. actea racemos. Aquæ.aa. . il].

Sig. à ij. after meals in a wine-glass of

ere be despondency and depression of
phosphorus, with nux vomica, is a good
ation. The unpleasant taste of the phos-
has been overcome by being made intoated or gelatine-coated pills. I frequently
e a pill containing phosphorus gr. lg, with

vomica, gr. 5r t. i. d., with the happiest
The pills can be obtained of any reliable

This despondency is apt to occur inho have been overworked mentally, or are
by business cares, or who suffer great

anxiety. If, in addition to these symptoms
sleeplessness, I employ the following pili:
Camph. pulv................gr. xxv.
Ext. cannab. ind..........gr. x.
Ext. hyoscyami.........gr. xx.
Div. in pill No. x.

One at night. Repeat in two hours if
necessary to produce sleep.

It is important to attend to the general health ofthe patient. Remove all causes of excitement •encourage exercise in the open air; let the food be

lime sweetened water ; and if six doses do 1»
relieve, do not continue it ; it will probably n0o
relieve. It is well to give these powders in auheadache (not malarial) of long standing and proe
to return at certain intervals.

MALARIAL HEADACHE.
Malarial poison may produce pain in any P0tion of the head, but the most frequent locatiO1

are the sub-occipital region, the frontal, and 0O
either side (hemicrania). Begin your treatdIe
by the use of quinine. If distinctly periodicd
give ten or fifteen grains two or three hours befoi
the expected attack. It may be necessary tO Pi
the quinine in divided doses until cinchonismn
produced, and kept up for several days, and theo
gradually diminish the dose. If the pain still c0
imues to reccur, and it frequently will, resort
irsenic and belladonna, five-drop doses each
Fowler's solution and tincture belladonna,
neals, increasing the Fowler's one drop each jintil œdema arsenicalis is produced. This
eldom fail to give relief.

HEADACHE FROM GOUT.
I have found the following prescription

icial in a headache dependent on gout:
R. Vin. colch. sem.--..·..-. 3ij.

Lithii bromidi........... ss.
Syr. zingib . ........ ss.
Aq. cinnanomii, q. s. ad.

M. Sig. 3ss. in a tumb!er of Vichy waterev-4
four hours.a
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RHEUMATIC HEADACHE.

Th headache of rheumatism is characterized
cstalsY by tenderness of the scalp, which is in-faraed on pressure or motion. Use the mildfo de .Current on the scalp, and internally the

Wing :
. Potass. iodidi,

Amm. muriat.........aa. 3 iss.
Infus. humuli... . . ....

before each meai for several days. If there be
sieeplessness give :

l. Sodii bromid..ss.
Chloral hydrat ·3 ss.
Syr. aur. cort · · · · ·· ·. ss.
Aque ................. iiiss.

M. Sig. ý ss. at night, repeat in two hours ifnecessary to produce sleep.

• DYSPEPTIC HEADACHE.

Vf i. ss. four times a d Dyspepsia is a frequent cause of headache.f fater. day in a ine-giass If there is indigestible food in the stomach, and
it has been there for some time, give an emetic, asfl not y cases of rheumatic headache, which mustard and warm water, or sulphate of zinc gr. xv.,eve'r bro ode he amove twent ave and remove it. If there is evidence of indigestibleS o of ammonia in twenty grain doses food in the alimentary canal, beyond the stomach
give gr.xx. of rhubarb and magnesia each, and re-

UREMIC HEADACHE. move it from the bowels. If the headache behere afrontal, and the pain is located immediately overreat i another form of headache which is of the eyes, give dilute nitro-muriatic acid in ten-drophe portance as a symptom of serious disease. doses, well diluted, after meals. If the pain isP1 bain in the head may be the first evidence you located about the roots of the hair, give an alkaliOu aln that there exists renal disease, and that before meals. as gr.xx. bicarbonate of soda or mag-he redci have to deal with uræmic headache. nesia. The dyspeptic headache oftentimes is con-îor i dici plan of treatment in such cases has fined to these regions, but spreads over the entireof urine bJect the removal of the abnormal amount head. In such cases I combine an acid with annia from the system. To accomplish this,- you alkali, and add to these nux vomica, as in thetY uc nto action one or all of the three great following prescription:"nd tories of the body, the kidneys, the intestines R. Sod. bicarb....... 3 iss.kid in Make the kidneys act if you can, Ac. nitro-mur. dii.
aternal h cup over the region of them, and give Tinc. nuc. vom...... . s'y phe folowing: Syr. aurant. cort....... .- otass. acetat.. .. .3 vi Aque, q. s. ad...........3vi.

Sinfu s. digitalis........ .. vi M. Sig. ý ss. after meals in a wine-glass ofSig. 3ss every three h ours. water.
leavev, fusion should be made from fresh English If there be gastric pain, a mid counter-irritantive this until the kidneys act freely, if as a mustard plaster to the epigastrium, will often
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Such patients will be benefited by the regula- you can make them do it within twenty-four hours.o f the hygiene, tonics, a partial discontinuance You cannot always rely on this, however. If the'f stmutb s, particularly those which have been kidnevs do not act freely and the headache is notto b y experience to aggravate the gouty symp- relieved within twenty-four hours, give a salinecathartic. A treatment almost domestic, and oftenSYPHILITIC HEADACHE. very effectual, is to put an ounce of cream-tartar inth is hiardly necessary that I should tell you that a quart of water, and have the patient drink this inne headache of syphilis is more severe at night, eight or ten hours.ay is quite apt to awaken the patient after twelveY Its increasing severity. The use of calomel in ALCOHOLIC HEADACHE.

in e-tdith grain doses every hour, for twelve hours * The headache of acute alcoholism, or inebriety,p'3nediately preceding the time that it awakens the follows a debauch. The first indication is toCatient, gives more rapid relief than the ordinary remove the alcohol from the intestinal canal. ForItutional treatment. The calomel treatment this give of rhubarb and magnesia calcined, eachstY be continued for two or three days, then half a drachm, then give as follows:bPped and iodi-e of potassium given. I usually IL Spts. amm. aromat..... .3an the iodide in fifteen grain doses, after meals Tinct. camph...alid 
3is. gradually increase it until iodism is produced, Tinet. hyosciami.... .- 3 iss.r irritation of the stomach occurs, provided the Spts. la. comp. q. s.·ad. ·· · iIj.Yfptoms do not yield earlier. It may be neces- . Sig.3jevery hour until theheadacheis relieved

the to push it to 350 or 400 grains a day before adt.Sive cadcisymptoms yield. and then give capsicum gr.ij. and quinine gn.îî.
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relieve the pain in the head as well as the pain in
the stomach. If flatulence be a troublesome
symptom, give the following:

B. Bismuth subcarb.--- 3 iss.
Tinct. nuc. vom........ .. 3 iss.
Tinct. card. co.,
Spts. lav. comp. aa q.s.ad. . .. iv.

M. Sig. 3 ij. before meals in a wine-glass of
water.

If there be constipation, the following pill may
be given, one in the morning :

I. Aloes pulv........·· .... .... 3 ss.
Ext. nuc. vom......... ..gr.v.
Ext. belladonna .......... gr.iv.

M. Div. in pill No. xv.
In some forms of headache associated with sto-

mach indigestion, I have found small doses, often
repeated, of tinct. nux vomica effectua. I give a
single drop every fifteen minutes, and continue
this two or three hours, if necessary. In other
cases, where the headache comes on soon after a
neal, and seems to depend on stomach digestion,
large drops of pepsin are effectual. Give a half
drachm saccharated pepsin in a wine-glass of sherry
wine, t. i. d., and let it be taken during meals.

HEADACHE FROM CONGESTION.

Cerebral congestion as a cause of headache may
be divided into two varieties, active and passive.
These claim almost directly opposite plans of
treatment. In the active variety the patient should
be kept in a darkened room, perfectly quiet, cold
and evaporating lotions applied to the head. A
saline cathartic may be given, and the following
prescription :

1. Sodii bromid.......---- .- .... -3 iiss.
Fl. ext. ergot. . .·· .... iiss.
Syr. zingib.. ............. ss.
Aq. aurant. Flor. q.s.ad. ... iv.

M, Sig. ý ss. every two hours.
If the skin be hot and dry, and the pulse full

and rapid, give Fleming's Tinc. Aconit. Rad. gtt.
ij. every two hours until the heart's action is sensibly
diminished. Sometimes a hot mustard foot-bath
will give relief.

The passive congestion variety demands a
different mode of treatment. In many cases this
variety is found associated with cardiac disease,
and most frequently where there is cardiac dilata-
tion. Hypertrophy gives rise to the active variety.
Improve the condition of the blood by the use of
iron, quinine, bitter tonics, alcoholic stimulants,
good food, and stimulate the heart's action by the
use of the following .

1. Tinct. digitalis. ... ....... m
Spts. amm. aromat........3 vi.
Spts. lavand co.,
Syr. sinip. aa q. s. ad...... iii.

M. Sig. 3 i. every four hours.

ANÆEMIC HEADACHE.

Cerebral anemia produces a headache, which is.
often mistaken for the passive cerebral congestive
form. It is often associated with general anæmia,
nervous exhaustion, and may occur in heart dis-
ease in consequence of enfeebled heart power, such
as is met with in enlargement with dilatation, fatty
degeneration, and myocarditis. Improve the
general condition of the patient, and stimulate the
heart's action as recommended in the passive
cerebral congestive variety. Nitrate of amyl will
relieve the immediate headache. Let the patient
inhale three to five drops of it on a piece of cotton,
placed within one nostril while the other is held
closed. When associated with nervous exhaustion,
I employ the following:

IW. Strych. sulph ............ gr.ss.
Tinct. ferri. chlor. . . . ..... 3 i.i
Glycerin.......... . . ... 3 ss.
Infus. gentian q. s. ad........ vi.

M. Sig. ý ss. after meals, in a wine-glass Of
water.

A word as to alcoholic stimulants. These are
beneficial in headache dependent on cerebral
anomia. Champagne is specially a favorite forroh
and is much relished by those who suffer fron'
nervous exhaustion. You should use caution in
recommending it to such patients, as it may lead
to senous results. Give it always as a remedy, and
not as a beverage. A safe plan is to recomnend
brandy, a tablespoonful after each meal, and lirni
the champagne to one glass, and let it be take1
with the dinner.- Western Lancet.

ORCHITIS TREATED BY PUNCTURING
THE TESTICLE.

The treatment of acute orchitis by means of
puncturing the testicle having within the past
twelve months attracted a considerable amount of
attention, the following notes, for which we are il'
debted to Mr. George Shaw, will doubtless prOVC
of interest. The subjoined cases, as far as they gO'
certainly seem to present very satisfactory eviden¢e
of the value of puncture, while, according to '
Macnamara's wide experience, such instances. are
by no means rare.

CASE i.-H. C-, aged forty-one, a gold rC
finer, was admitted on Oct. 17th last with acnte
inflammation of the left testicle. He was a tenrW
erate man and a hard worker, but out of health '0
consequence of being constantly exposed to
nitro-hydrochloric acid fumes. On Oct. 11th he
strained himself while at work, and shortly after-
wards his left testicle became swollen and verl
painful, so that he was quite unable to continl.e
his work, and, as the treatment he received at his

1
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house did not relieve him, he was taken into the grooved needle into the inflamed and injured
3spital. Ice was kept constantly applied to the testicle. The relief in his own case was not only

'nflamed gland, and the ordinary saline purgatives instantaneous, but permanent, and for these and
Were administered. Under this treatment the other reasons he said he had never hesitated to
8ytptoms subsided, but on the 24th, without any employ the same treatment on his patients. He
known cause, the orchitis returned, and, on the himself had never seen any but favorable results
follwing day, during his visit to the hospital, Mr. follow this mode of treatment, though, of course,

acnamara ran a grooved needle into the testicle, he was not prepared to say it was always curative.
eand allowed a few drops of serous fluid to escape He added that he felt himself under a personal
e"ternally along the groove, after which the instru- obligation to Mr. Henry Smith for having intro-
d ent was withdrawn. The relief was both imme- duced into modern practice the plan of puncturing
diate and permanent ; the inflammatory symptoms the testicle in cases of acute orchitis, and he could

pa ssed away, and the patient left the hospital with confidence recommend his pupils to follow
Nov. 3rd, perfectly cured. this treatment in similar cases, because there are

CASE.--Thomas W--, aged thirty-five, was few diseases in which pain can be more effectually
admitted on Nov. 4th, suffering from long-neglected and speedily removed.-The Lancet.
eonorrhœa and acute inflammation of the right
esticle, the latter having come on suddenly on

gre t29th, from which time he had been in very CASE 0F EXTRA-UTERINE GESTATION.pain. Immediately after admission, the
e -surgeon, Mr. Poynder, passed a grooved Mr. Thomas R. Jessop, F. R. C. S., Honorary

0f e into th testicle, and, after a small quantity Surgeon to the Leeds General Infirmary, reports
Oeeluid had escaped externally, withdrew the an interesting case in the Lancet, November 4 th,
thieedle. The patient alleged that within five minutes 1876:-
ag-Pain had entirely gone, and did not return The patient was a married woman-mother of
again from that time. He left his bed on Nov. one child, twenty-six years of age, and of previous12th, and left the hospital cured on Nov. 2oth. good health. * * * * * *

ln refrence to these cases Mr. Macnamara re- The diagnosis of extra-uterine fcutation having
prod ed that they were fair examples of the effect been ascertained, and the case admitting of nooOduced by puncturing the testicles in acute further delay, Dr. Jessop, on the morning ofOrhitis. So far as he was concerned he was un- August 14 th. 1876, and near the thirty-third week
able to determine in any given case if the inflam- of utero-gestation, performed the operation in ques-
lntion was confined to the epididymis, or affected tion.
oeeY the proper structure of the testicle ; but it The patient was placed under ether, and, aftertir)med to him scarcely probable that inflamma- emptying the bladder, an incision was made in thetto, if attacking one of these organs, would not linea alba, six inches in length, with the umbilicus
itftend to the other, and under any circumstances in the middle of the wound. On reaching the ab-
fuid owed, almost of necessity, that an effusion of dominal cavity the back of the child was seen,in fmom the distended bloodvessels would escape covered with cervix caseosa, with the omentum lyingto the tunica vaginalis, and perhaps, also, into like a cape over the head and shoulder. The cord,

tuctuhica albuginea. Every surgeon who had which was in full view of the wound, was tied, and
ob tured the testicle in acute orchitis must have a large well-nourished female child was removed

idd that the escape of a small quantity of from the abdomen. The child at first breathed so
fre Ialong the groove of the needle was not un- feebly as to give rise to some alarm, but an hour
and ently followed by instant relief of the pain later it had acquired normal respiration. Its sub-

an diminution in the hardness of the testicle, sequent history is of importance no further than
t had always appeared to him that the relief that it revived and flourished, until, in its eleventh

tensanalogous to that afforded by diminishing the month, it died of croup and pneumonia.
aco Of the eyeball in acute glaucoma. Mr. To return to the mother. The placenta was
to arnara further remarked that he could claim found lying like a coverlid over the entrance to

to SPeak with some degree of confidence on this the pelvis, and especially attached to the rectumsi1bject
thro t, for, some years ago while riding, he was and posterior abdominal wall. This fact was as-

ijr forward on the pommel of his saddle, and certained with the most jealous care, lest any rude
soilnrd his left testicle. Symptoms of orchitis manipulation should detach any portion of it. In
his fset m. Happily having been informed by the abdominal cavity some serum (a pint) wasprilend, Dr. Herbert Baillie, only a short time found, and feeble bands of lymph here and there
tesi0usly of the case of an artillery officer whose distributed upon the intestines. The wound was
bl'cre had been punctured for orchitis after the dressed with six silver wire sutures, with as many

Coll ecommended by Mr Henry Smith of King's intervening of silk, and the lower part of the
ge, Mr. Macnamara got Mr. Culcliffe to run a wound, from which the umbilical cord was per-
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mitted to protrude, was dressed on the principle
of the pedicle in ovariotomy. The clamp used is
the invention of Mr. Gough, and while it is not
described, its excellence is commented upon by
the surgeon.

The care bestowed upon the case in the after-
treatment is deeply interesting. The patient was
left in the operating room, and upon the very table
used in the operation, for four days, lest removal
should diminish the chances of recovery. She was
nourished by judiciously administered enemata for
a week before the stomach could retain anvthing
but bits of broken ice. Morphia was given hypo-
dermically for about six weeks. )uring the month
following the operation the character of the dis-
charge from the wound betokened the removal of
the placenta, but during the second month the
character of the discharge gradually became normal
and small in quantity, when, at the expiration of
two months, it healed, and the patient was soon
dismissed.

[The article is quite lengthy, and enters into the
literature of the operation, and will repay a careful
perusal. Lest any one should ascribe the recovery
to the skill displayed in the management of the
case, the eminent surgeon is particular to point
out that there were no complications to embarrass
him.]-Medl. and Sug. Reporter.

CHRONIC OVARITIS.

CLINIC BY PROF. THOMAS, NEW YORK.

The first case to which I invite your attention
this afternoon, gentlemen, is Mrs. Ann S., colored;
over thirty years of age, and sterile. On ques-
tioning her, we find that she has been married
eleven years, but that up to four years ago there
was no symptom present in her case, except the
sterility. At that time she began to have a fixed
pain in the right side, which has never left her,
and we find that, in addition, she is now suffering
dysmenorrhœa (the pain coming on before the ap-
pearance of the catamenial flow), back-ache, leu-
corrhea, and marked irritability of the bladder.
Now what is the diagnosis? This can only be ac-
curately determined by physical exploration, in
order to see whether there is any condition present
that will account for the above symptoms. On
making an examination per vaginam,* the patient
being on her back, we find the cervix uteri normal
in character and position, but that the body of the
organ is bent forward ; and by the use of conjoined
manipulation (one hand being placed on the lower

Ptients are never examined before the class at Pro-
fessor Thomas' clinic, unless there is some condition présent
which can be readily distinguished at a distance, such as an
ovarian tumor or procidentia of the uterus.

part of the abdomen), we can distinctly map it out
in the position of well-marked anteflexion. We are
utterly unable to straighten this uterus ; but just
why this should be so, is not very evident. O"
continuing our examination we find on the right
side of the uterus a hard mass, about the size of a
horse-chestnut, which is movable, and excessivelY
tender to the touch. The ovary cannot be felt o
the left side. Now, placing the patient on her
side, and introducing the uterine sound, bent to
the proper curvature, we find that it is still quite
impossible to reduce the flexion (or, at least, not,
without using more force than we would be justi-
fied in doing). The diagnosis is, then, chrolic
ovaritis, with displacement, and irreducible ante-
flexion of the uterus. The anteflexion has probab-
ly existed ever since the patient was a young gir,
but seems to have given rise to no trouble (excePt

the sterility), until four years ago, when she mjust
have had an attack of acute ovaritis (right) accOm
panied by displacement of the organ. We have
then, quite enough to explain all the symptoIs o
which the patient complains, viz.: dysmenorrho'
pain in the right side, back-ache, leucorrhoea, and
irritability of the bladder.

Now, as to the prognosis. This is very impor-
tant when you are able to cure your patient, but t
is of tenfold greater importance when you cainot
do this. Why ? Because it prevents the individual,
if your advice is taken, from undergoing a 1o1g
course of useless treatment and incurring much Ul-
necessary expense. It is always the best course'
in such cases, to tell your patient frankly that yot'
cannot cure her; though sometimes this is a dis
advantage to the physician, as she may go to soIIe
other medical man who will promise great thin5
for her, and for the time being you will be thoughe
to know very little about your profession. In tht
present instance nothing can be done excePt tO
regulate the patient's life, and warn her to avoid
treatment which would probably. do her a gret
deal more harm than good. She should be "
structed to make use of warm vaginal injectioîn!
and ;o remove all weight from the flexed uterus bi
wearing ber clothing suspended from the shouldee
In addition she might take such general tonics
are indicated, and she ought, if possible, to have
complete rest at the time of ber monthly periods

UTERINE SUBINvOLUTION.-Mary M., aged 5
a native of France. She has been married Bio
than three years, but has never given birth to
child at full term. Ten months ago, however,
had a miscarriage at about the fourth month,
she says she has never been well since. The P
cipal thing that she complains of is a pain, seat
as she expresses it, " over the womb and runl'o
through to the back." She never misses a monthîl
turn, but the menses do not always appear exac
on the day anticipated (a matter of no consequen
whatever). She looses less blood now than foliý
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erly at her periods, and immediately after the flow
ceases she suffers from a severe pain, which con-
bYnes for two weeks, and it is always accompanied t

.a leucorrhœal discharge. This post-menstrual
an, You will find, is very rare indeed. There is
nother form of so-called dysmenorrhea, in which i

e Pain occurs at a certain period between the t
catarnenial epochs, but this intermenstrual pain is 1
1 reality a neuralgia, and ought to be classed as

ch. She suffers from constant irritability of the t
.adder, and has to get up two or three times every

rIght to void her urine. An examination per vagi-
n reveals the fact that the uterus, slightly ante-

'lerted, is in a much lower position than normal,
ai 1s pressing forward upon the bladder. We

th at it is also very large and flabby, and that

the external os is quite patulous. Anticipating
rat fungoid degeneration of the mucous mem-
ance of the uterus might be present, one of my

astants has carefully explored the cavity of the

t gan with a copper wire curette, but with a nega-te result.

tere hen is a patient who was perfectly well,
to ten months ago, when she had a miscarriage,

Which has been followed by the above results.

tu1 volution is, therefore, our diagnosis, by which
t I Would have you understand a statement of

the condition which gives rise to, and satisfactorily

ti ounts for, the phenomena present in any par-
cular case. Many authorities would say that this

patient is suffering from chronic metritis, but that
gs a expression which covers almost as much

aurnd as hysteria, and ought to be discarded.
Sor sOne reason or'other, which it is impossible

11 W to determine, the involution of the uterus after
he in'scarriage was interrupted, and the organ re-
toned permanently enlarged, with its lining mu-
alss rembrane engorged with blood. The ovaries,
th , Were left much congested, and on account of

ebo 1»fcreased weight both have fallen down into
flas' cul-de-sac, where they can be distinctly

th , 0omewhat enlarged and extremely tender to

the touch; a fact which was not mentioned when
e results of the vaginal examination were stated.

Subinvolution is a very difficult condition to
Core, but we will put the patient on the following

Qurse of treatment: ail superincumbent weight
inust be removed from the uterus, and she must be
ducted to attempt no heavy work, and to rest
torng her menstrual periods. She will be ordered

taimake use of hot vaginal injections whicn con-
enta a small quantity of some appropriate astring-
wh not for the purpose of curing the leucorrhœa
Ih has been noted, but in order to prevent the
th from becoming more flabby and relaxed

an t is, and thus permitting the uterus to fall
r down. Internally she will be given ergot,

f 8rall doses (to avoid the nausea which it so

avSently Produces); though I must confess I
e not Inuch faith in its efficacy in these cases.

Ergot, as you know, has a marked effect on uterine
ibroid and in arresting hæmoptysis. and as it is
he only drug whose action is directly upon the
iterus, it is worth while to give it a trial, at all
events. In addition, she will wear a soft-rubber
ing pessary, to act as a splint to the uterus, and
ake off some of the strain from the ligaments; and
ater on in the treatment a current of electricity,
from a constant battery, will be passed through
he organ (on account of its tonic and alterant
effect), one electrode, in the shape of a cup, re.
ceiving the cervix uteri, and the other being placed
on the abdomen. Relief in this case will neces-
sarily be slow, but may perhaps be complete. For
a perfect cure, however, we can only look to an-
other pregnancy. The uterus would thus be given
another chance for itself, and it is probable that,
under more favourable conditions than before,
complete involution of the organ might afterwards
be accomplished.-Mfedical Reporter.

THORACENTESIS IN EFFUSIONS OF THE
PLEURA.

Dr. Beverly Robinson read a lengthy paper on
thoracentesis, in which he drew from the literature
of the subject the advantages derived from it, and
the cases in which it was indicated. He directed
attention also to the subject of sudden deaths fol-
lowing this operation. The deductions which he
arrived at were as follows : Thoracentesis was im-
peratively indicated where there was danger to life
from pleuritic effusion. It should be performed at
an early date, when the effusion was large, for the
reason that it may prove fatal, if not by dyspnoa,
by syncope, by twistimg the aorta and impeding
circulation, and by givng rise to odema of the
lungs.

Thoracentesis was also a justifiable operation in
moderate effusions, even if they were not purulent,
for the reason that a lung compressed by an exuda-
tion may become involved in caseous pneumona,
or it may be invaded with miliary tubercles, and,
moreover, the effusion may result in adhesions
which will bind down the lung and permanently
cripple it. The pressure of the fluid on the lym-

phatics niay prevent them from exercising their

functions of absorption, or absorption may be im-

possible, from the fact that the pleura costali§ and

pleura pulmonalis may be so coated with lymph as

to shut out the lymphatics completely. In regard

to the objection which has been offered that if

fluid be removed it will return, Dr. Robinson re-

erred to a French authority, showing that, in

twenty-five cases of aspiration performed in simple

pleurisy, the fluid returned in only six. Reference

was made to the influence, as a diuretic, which

aspiiation produced, and a case was cited in which
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two gallons of urine were passed in the twenty-four a long and useful career. He was born in thiShours following the operation. city May 4. 1807. He graduated in the CollegeIn respect to thoracentesis during the febrile of Physicians and Surgeons.
stage of pleurisy, it would seem that it does not, as In 1837, he was appointed Attending SurgeO
a rule, increase the temperature, but, on the other to the New York Hospital, which position he helu
hand, does, at times, lessen the intensity of the up to the time of his death. On the death Ofever. Several observations have been made in Kearney Rogers he was made Attending SurgeoO
which the operation of thoracentesis has been per- of the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary, which
formed to estimate its effect, and it has been found, position he occupied for nine years. When theboth in animals and man, that the puncture of the St. Luke's Hospital of this city, was being foundedt ichest-walls with a sharp instrument is innocuous. he was the trusted adviser of the managing boardIn regard to the danger of converting a sero- and the subsequent perfect administration of thiS
fibrinous exudation into a purulent one, Dieulafoy noble charity has been in no small degree due toconsiders it a coincidence, and not the result of his individual exertions. After its organization haspiration ; and, in proof of this, cites several hun- was appointed Attending Surgeon, the duties Odred cases in which the operation had been per- which position he continued to discharge ultiformed. 1868, when he resigned to accept a similar can' thIn regard to the relation of thoracentesis to sud- nection with the Presbyterian Hospital. He re tiden death, some important facts were adduced : mained in active connection with this institutiol ffirst, that such deaths occurred in pleurisy when until a few months ago, when his rapid failingano operation had been performed ; second, that health rendered him unfit for duty.the operation did occasionally bring about a fatal As a surgeon Dr. Buck was remarkable for boldtermination, but that such unfortunate accident ness in operating and. for thoroughness of detail imight have been avoided if proper safeguards had after treatment. His patient study of his case'been taken. The principal cause of death was was one of his peculiar traits. To cases of fracembolism, caused by the dislodgment of emboli tures he was particularly attentive, spending nOtfrom the pulmonary veins ; and, strange to say, unfrequently the greater part of the day in thethis dislodgment took place not during the aspira- wards of the New York Hospital in dressing thero- th,tion, but in washing out the chest with injections. As a result of such pains-taking he was enabledThe inference as regards the performance of the to revolutionize the prevailing system of treatmUen1lt- ooperation was to perform it before thrombi had To his personal study and exertions were du',formed, to inject fluid into the pleura with much more, perhaps, than anything else, the enviable
care and in small amount. reputation which this hospital so long maintained bilThe following post-mortem conditions have been for the brilliant results of this class of injuries'
found in patients dying suddenly : Vegetations of The improvements which he made in the then e st,the valves of the heart, fatty degeneration of the isting apparatus are matters of surgical histOry.heart, thrombosis of the heart, pulmonary, cerebral, His method of treating fractures of the thigh bY th;and spinal embolisms, acute œdema of the lung, the weight and pulley was at once recognized by kpulmonary congestion, ulcer of the stomach, ulcer surgeons throughout the civilized world as the th,of the duodenum, and ulcer of the gastro-epiploic establishment of an original principle of the
artery. The final deductions by Dr. Robinson utmost value.
were that, inasmuch as the puncture of the walls Dr. Buck was not only a bold, but an origiJ 8e
of the chest by an aspirator-needle was a harnless operator. The various capital operations which
operation, and any amount of effusion may become are describèd in the periodical medical literature0
dangerous, it is justifiable, in all cases of pleurisy the past thirty-five years abundantly prove the lat
where fluid is present, to aspirate the chest, unless ter statement. Among these, what is now kno 8,the patient be very feeble, and the effusion be as Buck's operation for edema of the glottis holdo thysmall; in such case it may be wise to defer the a deservedly high rank. But in no departrnentt
operation. Again, if the effusion be extensive, it did he gain more laurels than in autoplastic 'Ur he
may be judicious to puncture the chest more than gery. His devotion to this branch, during the
once, and draw off a moderate amount of fluid latter part of his life, amounted to a passion, tieeach time ; so that all danger of acute œdema of his marvelous successes roused in him an enth' t%
the lung, of syncope, and of dislodgment of throm- siasm which mocked the increasing infirmities 5 t
bi, be avoided.-New York Med. Jour his age and his rapidly declining health.

work on " Contributions to Reparative Sur'e'y
issued only within the last year, fully embodiesl h

DEATH OF GURDON BUcK., NEW YORK.-The remarable experience, and may be looked upori ale
painful anxiety concerning the health of this dis- the crowning effort of a most notable and distiß th
tinguished surgeon has at last culminated in his guished career. * * *
death. This sad event occurred March 6, encfing For the past year or more his health began se'
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Ih hto decline, and grave symptoms appeared,
oubi were for the most part referred to kidney

!ibg e Finally the symptoms of uræmic poison-
n ecame more and more marked, until he sank

Coma, in which state he quietly passed away.
la bie was faithfully and lovingly attended to the
br by his trusted medical friends and advisers,

James R. Leaming and Alonzo Clark.
intega man, Dr. Buck was noted for his sterling
al hoity of character, his high sense of profession-
the or, his consistent Christianity, his charity to
Ca Poor, and his quiet devotion to his family.
CcoMore of good be said of any one ?-Med.

ESP NDARY HEMORRHAGE AFTER THE USE OF
the Ch S BANDAGE.-Prof. Esmarch thinks that
tions vere secondary hemorrhages after amputa-
operat and the frequent hemorrhages after other
tributbls in which his bandage is used are at-
cst e, in many cases, to the use of too firm a
are t ition. The rubber tubes usually employed
erted 0 thick and hard, and too much force is ex-
sequenen applying them. The necessary con-
rerves Ce is a complete paralysis of the vasa-motorterovaland hence obstinate hemorrhage after the

tOval Of the tube. For some time past Prof.
tearch has only used the tube in operations at
e Oulder and hip-joint, and has found that he

0Perathtain quite sufficient constriction in other
& 0ons by means of the elastic bandage alone.

I theother cause of these secondary hemorrhages
bieed. imPerfect means employed to check the
erojillg after operations. In operations for ne-
stict, Prof. Esmarch, before loosening the con-
>hieg band, fills the cavity in the bone,
tLht always makes trough-shaped, with charpieas been soaked for a long time in carbolic
the dead. applies Lister's antiseptic dressing. If

o 0 iresng is well applied, not a single drop of
e chl .oze through it after the tube is removed.ecthsarpie is left in situ for several days. In re.

eitsIos the tube is loosened before the wound is
pu . and all spirting arteries are tied. In
pir ltons Prof. Esmarch lays great stress on theas to neof a circular cut through the muscles,
e li voId cutting the arteries obliquely. Whenne aris removed he seizes the gaping vessels

Ie leatl another with a bull-dog forceps, which
erd es hanging to the stump until he has

es teevery vessel that he can see, and he thenthe l.therr with cat-gut ligatures. He applies
%t Watire to both arteries and veins, and believes

ondan the veins, are ligated the danger oft4bber 'Y hernorrhage is greatly diminished. The
t4edi tube or constricting bandage is then re-

seed strapidly as possible.; if it be graduallye bo he hemorrhage will be great, because'fll beOd Wil be pumped into the arteries, but t
unable to flow back through the still
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constricted veins. He then takes an irrigator
filled with a weak solution of carbolic acid, iced,
and douches the surface of the wound. The
smaller vessels that still bleed are in this way easily
seen, and seized with forceps, which are left hang-
ing to the stump. When no more bleeding vessels
can be seen, he proceeds to secure those that have
been found with catgut. If the operator wait to
tie each vessel as he seizes it, much time and much
blood will be unnecessarily lost. Prof. Esmarch
always has from thirty to forty pairs of forceps on
his operating table, and all of them are sometimes
in use before he begins to apply the ligatures.

Finally the iced douche is kept up until the
capillary hemorrhage ceases, and the stump may
then be dressed without fear. For several years
none of his amputations or other capital opera-
tions have been followed by secondary hemorrhage.
-Med. Record.

LACERATION OF THE FEMALE PERINEUM.-Dr.
D. M. Stimson records (Archives of Clin. Surg.,
July, 1876) the following case of this in which he
successfully operated by a procedure devised by
Dr. Willard Parker, who has employed it in seven
cases with perfect success.

" Mrs. V., æt. twenty-eight, during first labour
had her perineum torn completely through into the
bowel, the rent extending two and a half inches up
the recto-vaginal septum. The labour was instru-
mental and exceedingly difficult, her pelvis being
contracted at the sub-pubic arch. An operation
was performed two months after the accident, but
it was unsuccessful.

" On May 10, 1876, I operated upon her, assist-
ed by Drs. Geo. A. Peters, and Willard Parker,
Jr., Willard Parker, Sr., being also present. The
patient, having been duly prepared fcir the operation
by warm douches and attention to diet and bowels,
was etherized, placed in the position for lithotomy,
and the parts were shaved. The sphincter ani was
divided subcutaneously close to the coccyx on
either side and the muscle stretched. I then dis-
sected, from below upwards, the cicatrices from the
ruptured surfaces, leaving the flaps thus obtained
attached to the vaginal surface; and split the edge
of the recto-vaginal septum so that raw surfaces
might be obtained without loss of substance.
Next I made a slightly curved incision, three inches
in length, parallel to and three-quarters of an inch
from the edge of the wound on either side, and
carried it deeply enough into the ischio-rectal fossa
to enable me to press the deepest part of the fissure
together, by my fingers passed to the bottom of
these cuts.

" A doubled silver wire was then carried from the
bottom of one of the side cuts through the angle of
the wound at the split septum to the.side cut oppo-
site, and the ends secured around a piece of elastic

'i
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catheter. The edges of the split septum were
united by fine sutures both in the vagina and
rectum ; two more double wire sutures were placed
in the wound and twisted over bits of catheter, one
three-quarters of an inch nearer the surface than
the first, and the third through the centre of the
perineal mass. The cicatricial flaps were now
trimmed, and brought together so as to form a
valve of protection from vaginal discharges, after
the idea of Langenbeck. Fine sutures were used
also in bringing together the mucous membrane of
the rectum; and lastly, the more superficial parts
of the perineum were united by the ordinary silk
suture.

" The patient was now placed upon her back in
bed, her thighs separated widely, and a single
thickness of sheet made to be the only covering
over their upper parts. A Jacque's gum-elastic
catheter was passed into the bladder, with conduct-
ing rubber tube; and a dose of morphine admin-
istered. The deep sutures were removed on the
fifth day. The bowels were moved by castor-oil
and enema on the tenth day. The catheter was
retained until the tenth day.

" I have to-day, May 30, examined the patient,
and find the recto-vaginal septum complete, the
perineum entirely restored, and the patient can
centrol the sphincter perfectly unless the bowels
are loose.

"The distinguishing features of this operation
are: First.-That the deep sutures draw in a
straight line and a more secure coaptation of sur-
faces is thereby obtained. Secondly.-The side
cuts relieve traction by dividing the transverse
perineal muscles as well as skin and fascia. T/zirdly.
-Air is admitted freely to the wound, and 'poultic-
ing' to a certain degree prevented."

A REMEDY FOR WHOOPING-COUGH.-In twenty-
five cases of whooping-cough, the author has been
so exceedingly successful with his topical medica-
tion, that he has no hesitation in recommending it
very warmly to the profession. His remedy is the
following powder: I. Quin Muriat., '.0 ; Ac.
Salicyl., 2.0; Sacch. Alb., Sod. Bicarbon. aa, 0.5,
(i gramme= 15 grains. See JOURNAL AND ExAM-
INER,, February, 1877, p. 172.) This powder is
applied to the affected larynx by means of a
laryngeal insufflator; the insufflations are made
twice daily, and the above quantity of the remedy
will last ten days. Consequently, at each applica-
tion, about 0.05 quinine and o.1 salicylic acid are
used. The small dose of the powder being put in
the open end of the insufflator, the patient is told
to put out his tongue and to take a deep inspira-
tion. At this very moment the tube of the
insufflator is quickly put into the mouth far
ewugh to get its curved end behind the epiglottis,
and the powder is blown into the larynx. Although
the children naturally struggled, they could be

managed by one person who had them on his 1e
and held their hands. Small children, of course'
would not inspire just at the demand of the Su'
geon, who then had to wait and watch for the
desired moment to insufflate the powder. But, fo
all this difficulty, the whole manipulation nev
occupied more than three minutes. When the

powder actually was blown into the larynx it caused
an attack of suffocation, so that this phenorneloo
may be taken for a proof of the successful 19
sufflation.

The beneficial effect of the treatment
noticed within one week by a decrease of the
attacks in violence and frequency. The ti
requiretl for a complete cure varied from one
four weeks; in general older children and adule
were cured more quickly than young childree
And the writer thinks that the time necessary
a cure could perhaps be essentially shortened
more frequent insufflations of smaller doses, and
improving upon the modus operandi.-ChieaO
Med. Jour.

SULPHUROUS AcID WASH AS AN ANTISEPTIC
COUNTRY PRACTIcE.-Mr. John Balfour, strOn
recommends (Edinburgh Medical Journal, Ma
1876,)sulphurous acid wash originally advised by
Dr. Dewar, as a valuable antiseptic for the use O
the country practitioner, who may be called 011
any moment to operate in slight cases without
assistance, and to perform a capital operation
such aid as may on the spur of the moment
available. He says he has now used it " for Il
years with great satisfaction in all cases of factol
accidents, cuts, and lately in a case of amputatioo
at the shoulder-joint. In the proportion of one te
twelve of water, I find that it at once allevie
pain, minimizes suppuration, is easily applied'
facilitates dressing the wound, while it costs alto
nothing. When the fingers are the parts injuredje
have a large teacup filled with the wash put bOy
patient's side, and into this the injured part, Ce 0

ed with the thinnest rag to be had, is dipPedy
often as desired. Should the injured part bert
hand or any other part of the body, it is suppo
on a pillow covered with gutta-percha tissue or
skin, and the wash applied by means of a littlet
which is allowed to remain in the cup."-Af'
Med. Sciences.

TREATMENT OF SUFFOCATIVE GOITRE 13Y
JECTION OF IODINE OR THE USE OF SETo
Mr. Lennox Browne, of London, advises stro5
against excision of the thyroid, which he raniks
a highly dangerous operation, from the .t e
which has been shown to be associated with ' 0
in such skilful hands as those of Dr. Watsol- C'
finds that a much simpler procedure will bc
cessful, cause the disappearance of the turo sif
at worst only leave a slight scar; and he giyes
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tsof his own in support of his statements. The of malaria, but the explanation was both interest-
edi byr of iodine may be injected, as recommend- ing and simple. The various species of pine or
abs .ucke, of Berne. In some cases it produces fir trees all secreted oils, which might be consider-
setorption, and in others suppuration; when the ed as turpentine, and which, if allowed to remain
lot, 1s used it is left in situ, so as to produce very in the tree, volatilised in great measure, and under-
inve Suppuration. In one case where the tumor went oxidization in the atmosphere. In pursuing

a"g Ved the isthmus and left lobe of the thyroid, his investigations he found that when turpentinetctWas as large as an orange, injections of the was exposed to a current of air in the presence of
tertautre of iodine were practised three times on al- water oxygen was absorbed, part of the oi resini-
,urate days, about thirty drops being used. Sup fied, and the rest was oxidised into a compound,

ben011 was then invited by fomentations, and, unstable in the presence of water, and splitting up
ere the abscess formed, two further injections thereby into peroxide of hydrogen and camphoric

to 'niade into the side swellings. The discharge acid, the former of which had long been acknow-
'We Place spontaneously, and continued for four ledged to be one of the most powerful disinfec-
Wou, Pledgets of lint being introduced into the tants known to chemists. The result of his ex-
Ab ut, so that it might heal from the bottom. periments in the direction of the oxidation of tur-
either ine months afterwards there was no sign pentine was the discovery of a solution which he
wo r Of tumor or scar. In another case, a young had christened "Sanitas," and which he claimed to
largen aof twenty-two had a general fibrous en- possess a power of preservation and disinfection
dificenlet of the thyroid, Swallowing had become superior to that of its own components takenueioCt and breathing was embarrassed. An in- singly, and to that of any other known antiseptic

kir oiodine was made at the first visit. Great or disinfectant, the presence of canphor and other
less .as Occasioned, and the patient passed a sleep- bodies being conducive towards securing the

d alght. On the next day a seton was introduc- result sought for. By a similar process Mr. Zuglei
re ak retained one month, and the effect was and himself had also been able to prepare a blood
the tu edlY beneficial, free discharges ensuing, and albumen of a whiteness and quality comparable ta

Or diminishing in size most remarkedly. A egg albumen, the use of which would restore a
40 thi cater all discharge had ceased; there was large amount of food to the market. Tnis was the

ere -ening perceptible, and the cicatrices were first instance on record in which a natural process
p4ÞroPo1 nts. Her general health had also much of atmospheric purification had been imitated to

Ved. Mr. Brown has obtained very little perfection ; until, in fact, there could now be re-
iht age from electrolysis in these cases. Of peated on a commercial scale, that which in pine

enfitCases thus treated, one only obtained real and Eucalyptus forest constituted one of the most
ends*the As auxiliary to the treatment he reconi- efficacious processes of nature's hygiene.-Med.
d W e patients to finish up by a course of baths Press and Circular.
r. aters at the Bromo-lodine Spa of Woodhull.of cas wn says it is dificult to say in which class THERAPEUTICS IN GREAT BRITAIN.-In review-

setor dine is to be preferred and in which the ing a recently published treatise on the Theory and
yspy When the tumor is substernal and causes Practise of Medicine, Dr. W. Bathurst Woodman,the ra ,it is the extension of the disease behind of England, says: " As might be expected from
tublCea and œsophagus that is the cause of the Dr. -'s antecedents, pathology and prophylaxis

kre a.* These bronchocele are usually small, and are most carefully rendered and form a distinguish-1y eIlbays fibrous. The cystic bronchocele rare- ing feature of the work. As in all modern works.
ec. 3arasses the respiration.-Br. Med. Jour., on physic, the treatment of disease receives less

, 1'8 76.--(Detroit Med. Review.) attention in this treatise than its diagnosis and

a AN XT p - post-mortem phenomena. We think this is to be
eetinW DISINFECTANT AND ANTISEPTIC.-At regretted on more grounds than one. The neglect

Ont 9 8Of the Society of Arts on Thursday last of treatment on the part of orthodox practitioners
d b8oe Processes of Nature's Hygiene " was is the stronghold of quackery. The self-dubbed

a Ž r. C. T. Kingzett, F.C.S. The paper Dr. Smellfungus, graduate of a college in nubibus,
-Y nteresting one, and suggested impor-
rovemlTents in the production of antiseptics,nts, and albumen of commerce. The
researches had for their immediate objectdation of the nature of the active princi-

is formed when turpentine and otheriststances underwent atmospheric oxida-1Strating the results by certain chemical
.t had been at first difficult to under-

vilrtues of the Eucalyptus as a preventive

sees a patient, relieves his pains, gives him tranquil
nights, and at least a few days of enjoyable life,
whilst the graduate in honours of the old and cele-
brated universities, who is perhaps, in addition,
Member or Fellow of the Royal College of Physi-
cians or Surgeons, sends the patient away, or leaves
him, after making an elaborate diagnosis, with some
peppermint water, or some other equally futile pre-
scription, which affords no relief either to his body
or to his mind.
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" Dr. - 's book is no worse than some others
in this matter. It is perhaps rather better. But
unless something be done to advance the study of
rational therapeutics, quackery must and will
flourish on our island."-New Renedies.

BROMIDE OF ARSENIC IN THE TREATMENT OF
EPILEPSY.-Dr. Th. Clemens, of Frankfort-on-the
Main, has employed bromide of arsenic for
twenty years in the treatment of diseases of the
nervous system, and especially of epilepsy, and
claims that he has obtained astonishing results
with it. He uses the liquor arsenic. bromat., and
gives one or two drops in a glass of water once, or,
if necessary, twice daily. These minute doses may
be given for months and even years, without pro-
ducing the usual unpleasant effects of a long
continued arsenical course. All his cases of
epilepsy have been markedly relieved and improved
by this remedy, but in only two cases has it pro-
duced a complete cure. In many cases of incura-
ble epilepsy, complicated with idiocy and
deformities of the skull, the fits were reduced in
number from twenty in the twenty-four hours, to
four or even two, a result that has been obtained
by no other treatment. In connection with the
bromide of arsenic, an almost exclusively meat
diet is advised. The patients should be as much
as possible in the open air in the daytime, and
their windows be kept open at night. Unlike
bromide of potassium, this remedy does not
require to be given in increasing doses, and instead
of interfering with digestion, improves the nutrition
and strength. Dr. Clemens has employed the
following formula since 1859, and thinks that it
ought to replace Fowler's solution, which is
irrational in its composition and uncertain in its
action. This solution becomes stronger with time;
the chemical union of the bromide with the arsen-
iate of potash becoming more and more perfect.-
R. Pulv. Arsenic, alb., Potassa. carb. c. tartar.,
aa dr. i.; coque cum aqua destil. lb. ss. ad solut.
perfect. ; adde, aq. evaporat. restituta, aquæ distil.
oz. xij., dem adde brom. pur. dr. ij., refrigerat.
stet per sufficient. temp. ad. decol., S. liq. arsenic.
bromat.-Alg. Med. Central-Zeitung, May 24th.

was refused the operation, however bad the Po(
nosis, provided the patient still wished to have
last chance when the extra danger of ber case
been fully explained to her. We believe these
the best results yet published, either in hospita
private practice ; and if there are any memberI
the profession who still have doubts as to
advisability of ovariotomy, we commend the
cases to their consideration.-Med. Times &'

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE CURE OF ANEURIs1-"
Dr! Horace Dobell (British Medical ou
makes the following original suggestions for
safe and rapid cure of aneurism: "Stop the
culation above and below the aneurism, and 0
stitute for the fluid contents of the sac a substai
insoluble in blood, solid at the temperature of t
blood, fluid at a temperature low enough to al
of its being safely brought into contact with li
tissues, and changing from liquid to solid with
fail and with great rapidity, and which at the
time is light, innocuous, and unirritating.-
these conditions are completely answered
either spermaceti, melting at 120 deg., or stea
melting at 130 deg.; and I submit to the coe
eration of surgeons whether there is any practj
reason why an aneurism should not have itsou
contents withdrawn by an aspirator, andtw
place filled by melted spermaceti or stearin.
of these substances would so rapidly and per
ently solidify en masse as to be absolutelY foi
from the danger inseparable from either 'act
or ' passive' clots being washed away whe wblood-current is again allowed to flow ; and ttime occupied in their solidification would
short as to remove all danger of damage
arrested circulation in the parts below the anetliM
I need scarcely add that the subsequent blOckiof the artery above and below the aneurista
of course go on as usual."-Louisville
Journal.

DANGERS FROM SANTONINE.-In using s
ine, it is well to bear in mind that comparatócV
small doses have produced convulsions of a 50
what grave character ý-10.lr c %ni àdlately reported a case in which poisonous eOvARIOTOMY AT THE SAMARITAN HosPITAL.- were produced in a child two years old, by the

The year 1876 has been the most successful on gestion of so small a dose as a grain and a
record at the Free Samaritan Hospital-the opera- Convulsions commenced in the face, and extetion of ovariotomy having been performed fifty- to the extremities, while the respiratory actioi#
five times with only five deaths. Forty of these greatly impeded. Under warm baths, eIerwere performed by Mr. Spencer Wells, with four and artificial respiration, the patient recoteJdeaths; seven by Mr. Bantock, with one death; and The physician in charge of the case then ri si
eight by Mr. Knowsley Thornton, without a death a series of experiments on the lower n W
The fifty-five cases include many in which both found that chloral and other inhalations cOfl onovaries were found diseased and removed ; and the convulsions produced by santoninIe.many of the operations were most formidable from naturally argues that the same treatment shotthe extent and nature of the adhesions. No case pursued in the human subject when a Po50in wbich the diagnosis of ovarian tumour was made 1 dose is taken.-Med. Press and Circular.
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£<4"ALATION OF IODINE.-Dr. Seguin remarks:
eas leave to say, also, that for more than fifteen
f4' usually prescribe the inhalation of iodine

drs whose formulary may be found in many
frrstores in this city. The most usual of these

s being that of a pillow containing aromaticts ay seaweed, black walnut or fern leaves,
pili according to secondary indications. In this

%a is introduced a little bag or satchel contain-
S rach or so of iodine, in as much of bran

rPevent the too rapid evaporation of the
odirie .When the satchel does no more smell of

el, tt is refilled, and when the pillow begins to
herbs pus-like odor peculiar to those cases, thet at are also renewed. Let us remark en passant

8t e alteration of both is in proportion to the
%d b f the affection. The pillow must be soft,
4o it ad enough for the head and chest to remain

to be t during the night tossings. The urine has
e cested for albumen duringithis treatment."-Rocord.

ogfDICAL CURE FOR PILES.-Dr. A B. Bowen,Uf ;>llketa, Iowa, writes: "In a recent number
tatr erd. my attention was directed to the
ror th for nævus by hypodermic injection.
fthe e similarity of the anatomical structure

14du 'enævus to hemorrhoidal tumors, I was
bolic to try the remedy. In the latter I usedtc acid and ergot (fluid extract) in equal

tti? 'Jecting from ten to fifteen minims of the
or into the spongy, vascular hemorrhoidal

re 0 qThis was repeated about once a week for
e times when the tumor has entirely dis-

ts ik' I have tried this in several cases, ande a specific."-Pacific Med. 8 Sur, Your.

îj IVN~TION OF AFTER-PAINs.-Dr. Le Diber-
de Gynecolog.) believes that ergot, suitably

. .ed has the power of preventing after
Ctli ae gives half a drachm in divided doses,
teafter the expulsion of the placenta, with0t Of bringing about a firm and consistent%Itrction of the uterus in place of the alternatePkis re0fns and relaxations to which he says after-1t 8 ame due. The Dublin Med. Press and Cire.,th e - t1g upon this statement, calls attention
IsP'rion of Sir Charles Locock, that after-f Wre due to the retention of coagula, ande teanual pressure upon the uterus to pro-P -s. rexpulsion was never followed by after-

uthern Med. Record.
do01isot .epIdcet. Is threatened with a severe small-pox

ects, TO encourage re-vaccination among her
4s.hlhe Queen has caused all members cf hersed b to be re-vaccinated, and the fact to beed by tbe press.

A LANCET.

INCREASE OR UREA BY EXERCISE.-Dr. Pavy,
from observations on Weston during his pedestrian
feats in London, has found that during muscular
exercise there is an increase of urea excreted.
This increase, however, is inadequate to account
for the work done. It simply accounts for the
wear of muscular tissue. The work done repre-
sents the oxidation of carbo-hydrates and the pro-
duction of carbonic acid and water. It will be re-
membered that Dr. A. Flint, from observations on
Weston, some years since, reached conclusions
supporting the doctrine of Leibig, that force-
muscular, nervous, etc., results from the disintegra-
tion of the particular tissue in action. Flint and
Pavy both found increase of urea during muscular
exercise. The former maintained that this in-
crease represented a force equal to the work per-
formed ; the latter maintains that this increase only
accounts for the wear of muscular tissue. From a
careful study of both series of observations, we
think that Pavy is correct.-Detroit Medical Jour-
nal.

LOCAL TREATMENT OF PUERPERAL FEVER.---
Dr. Fritsch, of Halle, strongly recommends the in-
jection of large quantities of a carbolic acid solu-
tion (2 or 3 per cent.), so as to thoroughly wash
out the uterus and vagina, and to completely dis-
tend the latter. To this end he throws in two, and
sometimes three litres, i. e., from four to six pints,
the temperature of the water being at 250 R. (89°
Fahr.). The uterus, after a thorough cleansing
out, need not be injected oftener than ihree times
in the twenty four hours ; and after three or four
days this need not be continued, but the cleansing
and distension of the vagina must be repeated
much more frequently and persisted in for a much
longer time. Under this treatment not only are
the local lesions soon ameliorated, but the febrile
action, as indicated by the temperature-curves,
abates. Prof. Schroder, on the reading of the
paper, mentioned that Dr. Hildebrandt employed
for injecting the vagina a glass tube, about as thick
as a finger, each patient being provided with her
own, which is broken on her recovery.-Med.
Times and Gaz., Nov. 18, from Alg. Wien. Med.
Zeitung, Oct. 24, 1876.-Ibid.

SULPHITE OF SODA AS A DRESSING.-Dr. Min-
nich, of the Venice Hospital, prefers the employ-
ment of the sulphite of soda to carbolic or salicylic
acid, not only as a dressing for wounds, but also in
erysipelas. It is much less inconvenient to use,
and much cheaper. He applies it in the same
way as Prof. Lister does the carbolic acid, and the
solution employed consists of one part of the sul-
phite and one of glycerine to nine parts of water.
Its beneficial effects have been proved in a great
number of cases.-Med. Times and Gaz., Sept. 23,
from Gaz. des HÔJ., Sept. 7.--Ibid.
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CHOOSING A PHYSICIAN-" To choose a phy-

sician," as Lady Mountcashel has well remarked,
" one should be half a physician one's self; but as
this is not the case with many, the best plan which
a mother of a family can adopt is to select a man
whose education bas been suitable to his profession,
whose habits of life are such as prove that he
continues to acquire both practical and theoretical
knowledge, who is neither a bigot in old opinions
nor an enthusiast in new; and, for many reasons,
not the fashionable doctor of tlie day. A little at-
tention in making the necessary enquiries will
suffice to ascertain the requisites here specified; to
which should be added what are usually found in
medical men of real worth-those qualities which
may serve to render him an agreeable companion ;
for the family physician should always be the family
friend."

CLEOPATRA'S NEEDLE.-ThiS celebrated obelisk,
which was many years ago presented to the Eng-
lish nation, is about to be removed from the sands
of Egypt and erected on the Thames Embankment.
The expense of transportation will be borne, it is
stated, by "a distinguished and public-spirited
surgeon," who does not wish his name made public
till the work is accomplished. It is stated also
that Mr. Erasmus Wilson is the public-spirited
surgeon aforesaid.

COURT APPOINTMENT.-The vacancy caused by
the lamented death of Sir William Ferguson,
Sergeant-Surgeon to the Queen, has been conferred
on Sir James Paget, and the appointment of
Sergeant-Surgeon Extraordinary to her Majesty has
been given to Mr. Prescott G. Hewett, F. R. S.,
President of the Royal College of Surgeons; and
Mr. J. Eric Erichsen, F.R.S., has been appointed
Surgeon Extraordinary to her Majesty.

EXTRACT OF LOGwOOD AS A DISINFECTANT.-
H. Mallory, of Ohio, says, for twelve years I
have used Extract of Logwood for a disinfectant
and deodorizer in cancer. I use it in the follow-
ing manner :-Powdered logwood and hog's lard,
of each, two ounces. To be mixed and made into
a pomade, spread on lint and applied to the
slouching ulcer ; the effect is magical, all the odor
will disappear in half an hour. The astringency of
the logwood will suppress the discharge. No other
known agent will fill the indications so well, and
yet I have not found a single member of the pro-
fession who had any knowledge of the agent until
I suggested it. Will some of your numerous read-
ers give it a trial and report the results.

Dr. Warlomont, of Brussels, states that, out of
more than ten thousand children vaccinated with

¿nimal virus, not one was attacked with small-pox
during the severe epidemic of 1870.

NEW INSTRUMENT IN DIAGNOsIs.-Dr. Ed
Holden, of Newark, introduces in the NeW
Medical Record a new instrument for the early
tection of disease of the lungs when the symlPtov
may be shown. It consists of a soft rubber t'l
58 of an inch in internal diameter and two
long, with simple end pieces of thin metal.
blown into with a little force a rushing n
produced at its extremity. Forced inspirat'
gives the same sound. The ear of the physici
being applied to the chest, the patient is direct
to respire through the tube. The respiratory j
mur is singularly magnified. The exaggeration
the internal sounds in their persons is such K
comparison of the two sides is necessary tO
vent misinterpretation. Local consideratiolS
sound cavities are easily detected. The iJ
ment is called a " resonator."

TREATMENT OF SCABIES BY CARBOLIC SOAF,
During the past six years, Dr. BuchanafrI
Chatham, has been treating patients in the. ge
way Union Hospital, suffering from scabies,î1Ite
following manner. The clothing is disinfedh
The patient is put into a hot bath, and
thoroughly soaped with carbolic soap (I t6
the lather being allowed to remain on for a q e
of an hour ; at the expiration of this timje, 00
washed off and the patient thoroughly dried 1
application is often sufficient to destroy the a
but generally it takes three washings to effect
cure. In private practice, this treatment la
preferable to the old one by compound sur
ointment, that remedy being almost as offenis
the disease.

NEW THERMO-CAUTERY.-Dr. Paquelin
cet, January 20) has devised a new appa
for thermo-cautery, which is simple, handy aJlaô
ficient. It consists of a hollow handle, inS
with wood to protect the hands from the heat
is furnished with movable platinum heads, Cie
ponding in form to the cautery irons found ge0e
ly useful. Into these cauteries, which are ho
after they have been heated to blackness I
flame of a spirit lamp, a blast of benzoline Va?
introduced by means of an ordinary spray be
which at once raises to and maintains thef r
state of vivid incandescence. The heat thW #t
duced can be kept up for an indefinite ti
slightly compressing the bellows occasion
Med. Record.

The gathering of the profession at bo
Station on Wednesday evening last to do hOtb
to the remains of Sir William Ferguson 011
transmission for entombment in Scotland ias ¢ l
large-estimated from 1,500 to 2,o Th
also a strong contingent of students chieflY
men.
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TORONTO, APRIL 1, 1877.

HUNTERIAN ORATION.

a recent English exchange we noticed an
hccUnt of a large and brilliant assembly that
horured the members of the Royal College of
ýt1reons with their company during the delivery of
the iltnterian Oration by Sir James Paget. The
theaitre of the college was overcrowded long before
del. ite when the oration was announced to be
o red, and among the visitors were the Prince

iWales, the Duke of Argyle, the Duke of West-
doSter, Mr. Gladstone, M. P., the Bishop of Lon-
u", Dean Stanley, Sir William Gull, Professor

Acland, Professor Huxley, Professor Tyndall,
Barry, &c., &c. Upon the entrance of his
aUighness with the President of the College,

a rescott Hewitt, the whole assemblage rose
warnly cheered, and when Sir James Paget

fe.ered the cheers were renewed. Sir James, be-
'<i commencing the oration on Hunter, said
denta ýit please your Royal Highness, Mr. Presi-

tt MY Lords and gentlemen, I have no doubt
the members of this College of Surgeons and

ry frupany present, will feel with me that it is
srst duty to offer to your Royal Highness our

hs thanks for your presence to-day. In thus
the memory of John Hunter your

beial Iighness makes us more than ever proud of
eiore guardians of his museum and reputation ;

tic than ever anxious to promote the true scien-
fosurgery of which we reverence him as the

Ser and we shall venture to believe that your
le e forghness approves the efforts of this Col-
the 5 the public welfare ; for the promotion of
tio lnCe by the cultivation of which our reputa-
grofnd usefulness are maintained-on all theses, and on many others that need not be told

to-day, we venture to tender your Royal Highness
our very respectful and grateful thanks."

Sir James then proceeded with his oration, and
in commencing said that when he was favoured by
his colleagues on the council of the College with
the request to deliver the oration, he thought it
right to study afresh the character of John
Hunter, chiefly to sec what were his motives
in entering upon the work of his life, what
his method of work, and to note some of the
achievements to be read in the story of his life.
The motives that first urged John Hunter. to be-
come a student in the ranks of scientific investiga-
tion were the necessities of earning his livelihood.
He was the son of a Scotch farmer, and up to
nearly the age of twenty years, he had shewn no
inclination to follow any kind of study. At about
the age of 17 it was proposed that he should be-
come a cabinet maker, but the relative to whorn it
was proposed could not take him, or a cabinet
maker he would probably have been, and his
brother William being then a prosperous anatomist
in London, John offered to assist him in dissection,
with the proposal that he should go into -the army,
if he failed in this task. Thus from mere idleness,
and by chance, John Hunter drifted into the
career in which he was to become the greatest
among the great, and the most renowned among
the renowned men of the science. It was most
remarkable that, with so vigorous a mind, John
Hunter should not have felt and displayed in his
younger days something of its power. He did not
live in darkness, for his father was a shrewd man,
his mother was an intelligent woman, his brother
was a gifted man, and he had lived ail his life up
to the time he came to London, amid some of the
greatest wonders of the organic world; but he
passed everything by unheeded, until he came into
the presence of men of science, when he found in
his brother's work, the study for which he felt
naturally fit. He first came to London in the year
1748, and his brother William was then a very keen
observer of nature, a laborious collector, the first
teacher of anatomy, and the founder of a school,
second only to that of his brother John. Coming
from a Scotch farm to London was to John Hunter
like being born into a new world. He had a
natural fitness for the study of living things, and
this fitness was wholly intellectual; but he had no
motive power until he had set to work, and then
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his desire for knowledge gradually became an in- for he was a comparative anatomist of the highes'satiable passion, and then he became possessed of order, one of the best physiologists, and a great
a passion for collecting-a natural instinct for col- practical surgeon, a surgeon of one of the larglecting and keeping-and his first great ambition hospitals of London, and enjoying too a large prac'was to have a great museum. He collected a vast tice. In all he did he was successful, and he PU'number of things which must have been entirely sued no study the area of which he did not enlarge,useless to him, works of art, stuffed beasts and and in which he did not leave newfacts upon record-
birds, until his house in Earl's Court must have In harmony with the character of Hunter's wore
looked like a huge curiosity shop. No man of was its simplicity, in the accumulation of facts anscience ever restricted himself in collecting, and the building of them up. He was a man who kne*this extensive collecting'led John Hunter to a nothing of logic, he worked with all his mind, butwider a-nd de eper range of knowledge, led to, his without art. His was a living force. He was gathering around him the collection in that college, only a great discover, but an accurate one. ta collection which formed the greatest and best would indeed be difficult to find an inaccuracY 10museum of anatomy in the world. Another mo- Hunter's facts, and if there were any inaccuraciO
tive now pressed John Hunter forward in pursuit they would be of reasoning, not of facts. Whenl beof a scientific life, beyond that which had caused generalized he gave the equivalent of-I believehim to enter that life. He was now master of all but he never added to that by the force of his o1the arts in surgery, and he felt impelled outwards opinion, for he knew that strong conclusions wefin a scientific career which he pursued with purity altogether apart from true scientific knowledgeof life. He subordinated all things to study, and He used to say to his pupils : " Don't take notes 0
with a constant presentation of new objects, he this; I dare say I shall change it before next yearbecame an ardent lover of nature. In him nature speaking on a matter still under investigatioo'inspired no poetry, as in many men ; he had a Hunter was slow in publishing. He was f0
social love for nature, and bis chief love was for three years of age before he published histhe stores of truth which were hidden behind the work, that on "Teeth "; and his great workon "4bC
veil of nature. To him the evidences of design Blood," at which he might have worked for fol1
in nature were clear, and the infinite variety of years, beginning at his first studies, he only beforms in which nature was presented, added fresh to print at the time he died. His patiencemotives to his study. Passing on then, to speak of only equal to bis caution, and although he
some of his characteristics, the orator said that the aware that he was in danger of sudden death,
first thing that struck one was, the vast quantity of he would stand as Abernethy had recorded of hie
work Hunter did. engaged for hours on a single dissection, watch

It was recorded of him by one of bis pupils, and patient for the truth to come and to clear t
that he rose with the dawn of day, and allowed some mental cloud. The character of John Hunte
himself only four hours sleep ; by another, that he was one of strong will, combined with strongmade an appointment at four o'clock in the of truth. If there was one kind of truth that b
morning. These were Hunter's habits for the loved best, it was that which could be ascertaine4
last thirty years of his life. Then his amuse- His chief renown in surgery was as the founider
ments were what most men would call work. He scientific surgery. There had been excellent s
said, " I will amuse myself with bees," and bis essay geons before him; but surgery as a science sto
taken even at the present time, was almost fault- by itself and had little connexion with nedic1io
less. In his investigations regarding the develop- Between the two was Physiology, andment of the embryo in birds, he watched almost brought the scientific method into practice
hourly for a long continued time a flock of geese surgery, welding the lessons of science Withwhich he kept, and the result of bis studies in this lessons of experience-with bis mind he plauo
particular, were fot well-known until many years with bis hands he did the work, and he left beCh
after bis death. The range of bis work came up to him untold facts, illustrative of is thoughtsc

he devoted to it, and neyer before or since actions. He was very cautious in making dthe time a det i w a r e o s . tions, for he knew the danger of reasoningwas there a student in s0 wide a range of science, physiology into practical surgery.
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is teaching was, that we should néver reason expect to make some very rapid strides in thethen general principles, ]et alone practice from treatment of mental derangements in the near

his p and it was an instance of the wisdom of future. While Dr. Ponza in Europe has been con-Principles in this respect, that it was difflcult ducting experiments of this kind with encouragingto dicyover in his surgical work that he was at all results, it is announced by the American press thatthysioogist. Sir James touched upon nunerous about eight years ago, the suggestions recentlyfolhr subjects, inter alla, tying the common femoral made to Dr. Ponza by the great Roman astrono-S eurism-.but want of space must prevent us mer Padre Secchi, had been made by Generalgiving further extracts from this able essay. Pleasanton, of Philadelphia, U. S., who had tried
_ _ the experiments of mixed white and blue light in

the construction of his grapery with marked re-
"-ORED LIGHT IN THE TREATMENT sults. Its good effect upon the development of

OF DISEASE. , plants, had been proven by manv others to whom
T it was recommended by the General, and its influ-drae attention of the profession has lately been ence being so remarkable, he next determined ex-feren to the consideration of the influence of dif- periments upon animals prior to trying its influenceeent Coored rays of light in the treatment of upon the human family.

Qelntal and bodily derangements. The experiments upon animals with mixed raysSinlight consists, as is well known, of three of light were to secure more rapid and perfect de-h arY colors red, blue and yellow, each of which velopment. Pigs weighed heavier, calves grew moreThe distinct and characteristic properties. rapidly and matured more quickly, and broods of
b Wl rays give us light; the red, heat, and chickens showed more rapid development, in-der hee, actinic or chemical influence. It is un- crease of strength and activity.
tVege influence of this ray that germination and Satisfied by experiment, of the stimulating influ-

to teri life is sustained, as seeds are found not ence of mixed blue and white light upon plantsoerb ate under the influence of light deprived and lower animals, General Pleasanton appears toa ded blutie ray. From a consideration of this fact, have directed his attention next to experiments ofthe uction has been made by certain observers in this kind on invalids, and tried to induce hospitale aratter of the treatment of diseases of a germinal attendants to make experiments with the sick un-
br. p * .der their charge, but without success, the uniform, haonza, director of the lunatic asylum at answer being Quidquid innovare nolumus. Ex-e as been making experiments at the sug- periments were made, however, in private housesti 1 Of Padre Secchi with a view to test the ac- and among friends with satisfactory resuits, and ag certain colored lights upon patients suffer- brochure upon the subject is expected from the penLy th mental alienation. The results attained of General Pleasanton.bese of the blue and red lights were remark- In an article which appeared recently in anthe former quieting and soothing the patients American paper, numerous facts are given which0lenmc m condition, and the red exciting to point to the beneficial action of colored light in de-r tIn this connection it is not a little re- bility, nervous exhaustion, and in mental derange-e brie that red colors have the effect of exciting ments.steair, anmals into a frenzy of rage, as has often Thus far, however, on this continent, no attemptser P nnthe action of red sashes and shawls have as yet been made in the treatment of mentale Wpos bulls ; also in the case of the male or bodily ailments by this system, or by the use ofWhose ire is at once aroused by the ap- of colored lights as an adjuvant to other treatment

ýrhe Of a child or other person in red apparel. by scientific men, but experiments of this kind areactounts received of Dr. Ponza's experi- expected, for the results of which we look forwardabl t eir results, are not sufficiently full to with some interest.ever, tO judge of the matter. It is believed, In England happy results in the treatment of, be bornshould the results attained by Dr. small-pox "for the prevention of pitting," havee out by future experiments, we may . been attained in this way, but here the blue ray-
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so rich in its stimulating influence on the growth of mon observation. It is well known that delic-
bodies--has been found prejudicial as favouring "pit- persons have better health when occupying apae
ting." For the benefit of our readers, we give ments on the south side of the house, and childre
verbatim a statement of the results of experiments thrive better when their nursery and playroonms ao
made in this direction as given in an English paper flooded with plenty of warm sunshine. It is aso
as being, at least, suggestive in their character, and a notable fact that in school-rooms and colleg9
therefore worthy of perusal and consideration by which are lighted from the south, the children ar
those of our profession likely to be placed in charge brighter, healthier and make better progress in thea
of patients suffering from this loathsome disease:-_ studies than a similar class of scholars pent UP '0

" May I be permitted to say, and give my reason cold, shady class-rooms looking north, into whic
for sayng, that "pitting," the sad and permanent the sunshine never enters.
result of small-pox, ought rarely to be seen in any We trust that some of our Canadian professiOcivilized country-or, at least, in any country pos- may be found ready to test the efficacy of colOrsessing an advanced knowledge of natural science. light in detail in our hospitals and asylums, WhThree things are facts. First, that poor people are"pitted" least, higher class people are "pitted " only such experiments can be satisfactorily coo'
most, and no class of people are " pitted " under ducted. On a future occasion we may have sOIC'their dress. Poor people have less light in their thing to say upon the merits of this plan of treohomes, the higher class and patients in hospitals ing disease.have plenty of light, and under the dress there is
less light than in either case. In the ratio of light
is the ratio of pitting. . . . . It is the actinic
influence of the blue rays which, causes " pitting."
Yellow blinds drawn over windows will absorb ail UNIVERSITY AFFILIATION.
the actinic rays."' AI

Of course the above is from an unprofessional
contributor, and may not be regarded as authori-
tative, but it must be remembered that from the
peasants of .Gottingen, and later from the milk
Aerds of the midland counties of England, the sugges-
tions as to the protective virtue of vaccina were
first drawn. Common observation goes to show
that children and weak people thrive better in the
sunlight. Bedrooms, nursery and sitting-room, or
those in which the greatest portion of time is spent,
should be on the south and eastern aspect of the
building, so that the morning and noonday rays of
the sun may shine into the apartment. This should
be particularly observed and carried out in the
case of persons afflicted with rheumatism. Sun-
baths are also valuable aids in the treatment of
sorne forms of disease occurring in delicate women
and children. In some instances sand-heaps have
been arranged under glass shades, very much like
hotbeds or graperies, in which delicate persons are
allowed to bask for a short time daily.

It is'stated on the authority of Sir James Wylie,
that the cases of disease on the dark side of an

extensive barrack at St. Petersburg have been uni-
formly for many years in the proportion of three to
one, to those on the side exposed to strong light."

This statement is in strict accordance with com-

l lie question or u niversity affiliation still attr-
a considerable share of public attention.
Oldright is out with a flysheet on the subject, 0
paragraph of which is worth reproducing a
specimen of the kind of policy he and his frieP'i
would force upon the country. Speaking Of the
number of students who graduated in medicine
Trinity College last year he says " why should 0
the Legislature, the Nation adopt such a policy
would have obliged Trinity Medical SchoO"
send those whole 18 men up to strengthen
National University"? We can tel] Dr. O., hO
ever, that whatever respect they may have
the National University, the young men of On
are not to be coerced in these matters.

The members of the Senate of the State
versity who have been instrumental in raisi
this controversy, feel by this time that they
placed themselves in a false position, and '
no doubt, be glad of some pretext to cover tP
inglorious retreat. It must be apparent to al.
their position is untenable. The Legislature
the country will insist upon the Provincial
versity being open to ail students, no matter W
they have been educated, nor of what otherO
versity or Universities they are under-grad
The Senate of Toronto University will be
very plainly that it has nothing on earth to
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bthe status of students of other universities. doned, owing to the relative feebleness and uncer-tsoim, is to determine the curriculum fron tainty of its action." To these medical conclu-e t time, appoint examiners in the different sions the experience of a wise nurse adds: "Noties and confer degrees and honors upon patient who can positively be removed shouldYoung nan who wishes then, s long as he spend night and day in the same apartment. Oner 5m to its curriculum and passes a satisfac- room may be thoroughly ventilated while the other
e'aiain The Senate will find plenty to is occupied.Maynpnshndrcitad

Vg thin its own legitimate sphere, without attack- other articles which are sent to the wash-tub,
t iter institutions engaged in similar work. should go into the fire. Every particle of fouiti cu its own house in order by increasing matter should be instantly removed from the sick•Iculum and raising the standard of educa- room and all scraps of food should be at once taken
et here is much need of improvement in that away when the patient has finished his meal.kenCt The standard is at present, and has

t 8 several years, much below that of some of THE APPLICATION NITRATE F SILVER TOi erled rival Universities. Then may Toronto ULCERS.Dr. James Cuthil says (Edin. Med.laersit, expect to reap some advantage from Ltin, and draw to herself many young men 7ournal) that, when solid nitrate of silver is freely
QZ% be proud to acknowledge her as their applied to an ulcer, a tough film is immediately

. formed, and the ulcerated surface is for the time
t he tater. We stil have every confidence being apparently sealed up. The benefit to be

Soate as a whole, and when the isubject derived from such a proceeding, however, as most
Corbst be thoroughîy understood in ail its bear-

surgeons who have seen a little practice well knowdone ae discuit hehigas tkng ple is only temporary, the pellicle becoming detachede r The discussion which has taken place has by the ulcerative process, leaving a sore frequently
e o tgrat deal in awakening an interest i larger than the original one. A better plan, whichoo 00d results. he has practised in some cases with excellent

results, is merely to score the ulcer with a finely-
pointed pencil of the nitrate, or only to dot it
lightly at intervals on the surface. The dischargesre CTIoN.-An English exchange says : getting free vent from the non-causticated points;e of the medical officers of the Privy no sloughing occurs, and a healthy pellicle spreads

edit d Local Government Board throws from the touched portions, just 'as ice forms on aSUpon popular notions of disinfection." pond of water.
onclusion reached is that the aerial disin-er as comonly practised in the sick room, DEATHS FROM SMALL-POX IN MONTREAL.--te less or positively objectionable owing Deaths from small-pox from 14th January to MarchSe ense of security it is calculated to 3rd, 1877 (exclusive of city hospitals) were 173.T anake the air of a room smell strongly Of these 15 were vaccinated, 57 were unknown andtebOlic acid by scattering carbolic powder doubtful, and ior unvaccinated; 27 refused vac-e -1 to a001, or of chlorine by placing a tray of cination from the public vaccinators. Nationality:

o f lime in a corner, so far as the destruc- French-Canadians, 156. British Canadians, 14;PtPecif contagion is concerned, is an utter- English, i ; Irish, i; United States, I. Sex-8 4oents r ing. The practical result of ex- males, 89 females. No death from this diseasee goied to prove that dry heat, when it can has taken place where vaccination has been made4t ld Il the most efficient of all disinfectants; by the public vaccinators, nor has anyone diedOPlan of stopping up crevices, and who has been re-vaccinated. This report was4*ith suiphur and charcoal, is more effi- furnished by Health Officer Radford.
anY other proceeding with more The above accords with the following from theforiuifctaits ; and that the use of carbolic Londen Lauet, July 27th: " The Registrar-Generaldi8fecting purposes should be aban- calculates that but one death from small-pox was
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registered last week among 114,000 vaccinated the operation, and the patient made a safe epersons, whereas the proportion among the unvac- The excision of the femoral vessels without cOgcinated was one death in every 7,000 persons." quent gangrene is an important fact.
A FAREWELL COMPLIMENT.-At a meeting of COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,medical men held i1 this city on the 6th ult., STON.-The examination in connection withfor the purpose of bidd ng farewell to our fellow above college, was finished on the 22nd ult.citizen, Dr. W. F. Coleman, who is abDut to remove following is the list :-Finals-Messrs. L.to St. John, N. B., it was unanimously resolved: Miller, E. M. Higgins, S. S. Scovel, D Phe*-"That we embrace this opportunity of expressing T. Dumble, H. Hubbs, Jonathan Day, A.our regret at parting with our esteemed friend and gan, M. C. McNicol, G. Bowan, F. L o.professional brother, Dr. Coleman of placing on Hospitals-Messrs. W. B. Kennedy and Clintorecord our high esteem for him, and our apprecia- Pro-dissectors-Messrs. T McArthur, B.A.,tion of his professional attainments and social Dennis Lynch. Primar -Messrs. T.qualities ; and of wishing him every success in his Kidd, Lewis and Evans.future field of labor, where we feel assured that he

A~ REMEDY FOR WHOOPING-COUGH.--Dr.sJeediy establish himself and make many N h) refriends. inski (Deutsche Med. Nochensahr), re¢
mends the following as a topical applic

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MONTREAL GENERAL in whooping-cough. IL Quin. Mur. grs. xv.,HOSPITAL.--The recent improvements in the Mon- Salicyl, grs. xxx., Sacchar Alb. Sod. Bicarbtreal General Hospital will greatly increase the grs. viii, to be made into 20 powders; tusefulness of this institution. In the new basement applied to the lungs by means of a laryngeare the kitchen, milkroom, laundry, the servant's sufflator twice or thrice daily. The benedining-rooms, &c. To the rear of the Hospital effect of the treatment was noticed withiland in the range are located the surgery, the dis- week after it was commenced, and a cure
pensary, waiting, consulting and medicinal store- effected in a short time.
rooms. All the passages in the basement are o JODINE STAINS.-The stain caused by tbeconcrete and well lighted. The private wards are ternal application of iodine may be removed byncreased in size, and present a light and comfort- tlo tion of idi mals reove
able appearance. The operating theatre and lecture color of tincture of iodine without destrOYlî%room, which for a long time was sadly in want of therapoftictreofioud
some alteration for the comfort and accommoda. peutic pp
tion of medical students has been greatly improved. AN EXPLANATION.1n regard to thAil the improvements have been carried on with treatment of Dr. Jenks, of Detroit refer"an eye to economy, comfort and usefulness. in our last issue, it is due to Dr. Danie

President of the Ontario Medical Council, t1REMOVAL OF A LARGE TUMOR OF THE THIGH.-- that he was fot the member of theWe have received a short account, with photograph, luded to. Dr. Clark had no part nor lotof a large tumor of the thigh, removed by Prof. matter, in fact knew nothing about it Ulti'McLean, of Ann Arbor, Mich., on the 7th of time after its alieged occurrence.February last. The patient, a widow, was about
43 years of age. The tumor, which was on the PROFESSIONAL.-The medical men If'
left thigh, extended from Pouparts ligament to
within four inches of the knee. It measured 36
inches in circumference, and weighed 14 lbs. The
femoral vessels passed through the tumor, and
were excised along with it from, Poupart's ligament
to Hunters canal. Eighteen ligatures were applied
the last of which came away on the r i th day after

purpose entertaining their fellow-practitiO"ners
are members of Parliament, at a dinner,.on
the 2nd of April.

Sir Hugh Allan has been advised that the Cr
lation respecting surgeons with degrees -frnadian colleges not serving on board shiP 9

ing the British flag has been rescinded.
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[Signature of the Judge.]

of fudges.-J. Lawrence
Paterno, F. Kuhlman, Dr.
Joy, J. W. Mallet.

TIER, SON & Co.-This is the name of awholesale drug firm recently established in
an1 this city. The premises which areaIch capacious, are situated at 102 Front St.

chinery required in the business is run by
They are now prepared to manufacture,

ds o sugar-coated pills equal to. anything of
ra*nany part of the world. Pharmaceuticalsatl0 n of all kinds such as extracts, elixirs,

tictures, alkaloids, &c., will receive spe-tteition. It is the intention of the firm to.eanfladian roots and herbs instead of import-en frorm the United States. The Podophyl-
Ot to be obtained in Canada is equal, if not
e tf any other, and why not utilize it. - The'e Of this enterprising firm is one whose im-ce can not be overrated, as- it promises not
ýO flrish retail chemists with artici es oedarlufacture which they have hitherto been

td ofto .import, but to build up an export
t 'f Canadian products that have hitherto1red to go almost entirely to waste.

pag the Hunterian Oration delivered by Sir
enst ifn the theatre of the Royal Collegeleos of England last week, it is computedeast a couple of hundred were unable to Se ittance; whilst to those who were for- bfLOugh to get inside it was an uncomfort- SQLi à%,%--

THE CANA]

sO MESSRS. BILLINGS, CLAPP, & Co.
product The undersigned, having examined the
t s a herein described, respectfully recommend
o fl' to the United States Centennial Commis-

or AWard, for the following reasons, namely:
carbo fine display of Chemicals, esecially
hi de Acid, Propylamine (Trimethylamine),itde f Propylamine, and also of Pharma-

QQinaia Chemicals, such as Citrates of Iron and
t Io Citrates of Iron and Manganese, Ci-

0fo Bimuth and Ammonium, Pyrophosphate
Bromide of Potassium, Bromide of Am-
C Chromic Acid, Valerianic Acid, andOthers. Commended for fine display and

Of Chemicals.
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OBITUARY.-Dr. Hamilton, of Dundas, the
subject of this obituary, was born in Lanarkshire,
Scotland, in 1797. He was educated in Edin-
burgh University and receiveu is diploma fromthe Royal College of Surgeons, Edin., in 1816.
In 1818 he came to Canada, and after visitingdifferent parts of the country finally settled inWest Flamboro', where he died. Dr. Ham Itonheld a very high position in his profession, andwas one of the most prominent men in his localityfor many years. He took an active part in rail-
way matters, having been at one time a director ofthe Great Western Railway, and up to his deathwas one of the consulting physicians for the com-
pany. He was also vice-president of the CanadaLife Insurance Co., and held many other positionsof trust. In politics he was conservative and oncecontested the county of Grey for parliamentary
honors, but was defeated by Mr. Hogan, who was
robbed and murdered on the Don bridge, Toronto.
He was the recipient of many handsome testi-monals from his fellow-citizens, for the eminentservices he had rendered then in different situa-tions. From 1869 to '72, he held the position ofmember of the Medical Council of Ontario, andwill be remembered as having a kindly, social,
and genial nature, which endeared him to all
those with whom he came in contact. One of
his sons, Dr. A. W. Hamilton, of Melbourne, Que.,died about a year ago, and now he himself has
gone to his grave full of years and honors, res-
pected and revered by all who knew him. He
leaves a wife and family of two sons and three
daughters.

At a special meeting of the Hamiltpn Medical
and Surgical Society, which was held on the 3rd
ult., the following resolutions of regret and sym-
pathy were unanimously concurred in by the mem-
bers present:-

Moved by Dr. Rosebrugh, seconded by Dr. Case:
--"That the members of the Hamilton Medicaland
3urgicalSociety, having heard of the deceaseof theii
ate brother, Dr. Hamilton, of Flamboro', desire to
express their great regret at the loss which the pro-ession and the community have sustained by the
death of one who has been so long a faithful andvorthy practitioner and a useful citizen ;" That thisociety tender their sincere sympathies to theereaved family of our brother ;" " That thisociety do attend in a body the funeral of our
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deceased brother," and pthat the Secretary be of the population. The city was entirely exC0lPinstructed to forward a cop of these resolutions frm any epidemic diseases during 1876. Ata the family of the deceased, and also a copy for cases of small-pox appeared in the early partypublication." 
the year, but were prevented from spreading bIWe feel the deepest regret in noticing the death prompt action.

of Dr. McCol, Who was an intimate personal APPOINTMENT.-Denis Nunan, M.D., of GuelPfriend. J-e was a man of rare talents, of a kind to be an AssociatConefrheouyofwland amiable disposition, and gave promise of a lington. te Coroner, for the County oflong life of usefulness. He graduated in Trinity ngo
College, in 1871, and has practiced in Wallace- COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,town since that time, with marked success. -The professional examination in the aboyt

college will take place in Toronto and Kingsto"PERSONALS.-Dr. G. S. Ryerson, of Trinity Med- commencing on Tuesday, the roth inst. eecal College, Toronto, lately obtained the L.R.C.P. matriculation examination will take place 011 oesr S., Edin., and has since been appointed clinical 3rd.
ssistant to Mr. Soelberg Wells, at the Moorfield A SAD CASE.-WC regret to learn thatDrpthalmic Hosptal. 

McGeachy, of lona, who had the misfortufe toDr. C. S. Murray, L.R.C.P., Edinburgh, bas get his hands frozen during a cold night last wifleturned to Toronto after four years study of his while on a visit to a patient in the countrYp asirofession, at the Medical Schools and Hospitaîs lost ail the fingers of bath ands.f London and Edinburgh. He has commenced The f g of ot hands.ractice in Toronto. 
The new building of New York HospitaNTICE .- b Toronto anni5th Street, was opened with great ceremolyo0NOTIÇE.-We beg ta announce that detective the i 6th uit. It is tbe largest and best Pi-*wmith is not our agent. Those who have paid himt Hospital in existence at present. Ail the oioney on our account will please communicate colleges are equay represented on its actinith us at once, stating amount paid and date of

ceipt. paeo

!<-port% id IOtitfep. In Toronto, on the 7th uIt., M. E. Hodde0
TOLEDO BOARD 0F HEALTH. of Dr. E. M. Hodder, to Minnie Frederika,daughter of Dr. A. M. Ross, ail of Toronto.The regular. monthly meeting of the Toledo On the a2nd uIt., B. Walden, Esq., M.P.1ard of Health, was eld on the xst Friday Kincardine, to Miss Ettie, only daughter ofFebrua>P 187'7. The total number of deaths Kennedy, Esq., of Delaware.January were 42 ; so males and s, females. At Beaverton, on the 7tb uIt., Charles Tom zymotic causes, 9; constitutional, 8; local, M.D. of Georgina, to An, daughter of.Cae; developmental, 13 ; under one year, za; o.e Robert Johnston, Esq., of Beaverton.five 6; five to ten, 3; ten to twenty, 2; twenty

nraty, 7; fOrtY ta aixty, 6; sixty and upwards, 8. At Springhiî, Flamboro' West, on the rsnual ratio per 1000 inbabitantsi zo.8o. lames Hamilton, M. D., in tbe 8oth yeaS f)r. Fisher, Health Officer, presented his annual age.
ort for 1876. In his general remarks he stated At Wallacetown, on the 4tb uit., Danielt the normal death rate as fixed by the highest Coll, M. D., in the 35th year of his age.lhorities is 17 in every rooo inhabitants, and At Ottawa, on the yth uit.> Dr. Beaubie ,t the death rate for Toledo in 1876 was con- denly of heart disease.rably below, being about 14.80. The total
ber of deatbs amounted to 740 in a popula- * Tle cAargefor notice o/ BirtAs, Ma nisfifty cents, whoee should beforwarded in Pstagtof aoutSoooor ne eat toevey 6.56 Witte communication
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PURE COD-LIVER OIL,
Manufactured on the Sea-Shore, by HAZARD & CASWELL, from Fresh and Selected Livera.

The universal demand for Cod-Liver void of color odor, and flavor-having a
Oit that can be depended upon as strictly r bland, fish-like, and, to most persons, not
pure and scientifically prepared, having unpleasant taste. It is so sweet and pure
been long felt by the Medical Profession that it can be retained by the stomach
we were induced to undertake its manu- when other kinds fait, and patients soon
facture at the Fishing Stations, where the become fond of it.
fish are brought to land every few bours, The secret of making good Cod-Liver

and the Livers consequently are in great Oit lies in the proper application of theperfc tion. proper degree of beat; too much or too
This Oil is manufactured by us on the little will seriously injure the quality.sea-shore, with the greatest care, from Great attention to cleanliness is abso-fresh, bealthy Livers, of the Cod only, lutely necessary to produce sweet Cod-

without the aid of any chemicals, by the Liver Oit. The rancid Oi found in the
simplest process and lowest temperature marketisthemake of manufacturers who
by which the Oil can be separated from are careless about these matters.
the cells of the Livers. It is nearly de-

Prof. Parker. of New York, says: "I have tried almost every other manufacturer's Oit, and give yours the decided preferene e
Prof. Hays, State Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis of it, says : "It is the best for foreign or domestic use."
After years of experimenting, the Medical Profession of Europe and America, who have studied the effects of different CodLiver Oits, have unanimously decided the light straw-colored Cod-Liver Oit to be far superior te any of the brown Oils.

The Three Best Tonics of the Pharmacopœia: IRON-PHOSPHORUS-CALISAYA.
CASWELL, HAZARD & Ce. also cati the attention of the Profession to their preparation of the above estimable Tonics,as combined in their elegant and palatable Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark. a combination Of the Pyrophosphate

of Iron and Caàlisaya never before attained, in which the nauseous inkiless of the Iron and astringency of the Calisaya are over-come, without any injury to their active tonic principles, and blended into a beautifut Amber-colored CordIal, delicious te the tasteand acceptable to the most delicate stomach. This preparation is made directly from the ROYAL CALIMAYA BAILK, not
fron 1T ALKALOIDS OB TUiE1B SALTS-beine unlike other preparations called " Elixir of Calisaya and Iron," which are imply anElixir of QuinIne and Iren. Our Elixir can be depended upon as being a true Elixir of Calsaya Bark with Iron. Each des-rt -spoonful contains seven and a half grains Royal Calisaya Bark, and two grains Pyrophosphate of Iron.

Ferro-Phespherated Elixir Of (alisaya Bark with Strychuia.-This preparation contains nue grain of Strychnia addedo each pint of our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greatly intensifying its tonic effect.
Ferre.Phospherated Elixir of Caliaya with Bismth, containing eight grains Ammonio-Citrate of Bismuth in eachable-spoonful of the Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark.

CASWELL, HAZARD à 0O., CHMIISTS AND DRUGGISTs, New York.

CU=LER'S
POCKET INNAL ER

AND

rCarbolate of Iodine Inhalanta
A REMEDY for aIl NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis-

q*ses, affording relief in some cases in a few minutes.

This instrument la gotten up on an entirely new principle,
and i welt adapted to the treatment Of 11 those diseases of
the air passages requiring efficient inhalation. It i endorsed
by many leading praetitioners, and commende itseif to ail
deiring an apparatus.

Dr. George Hadley, Professer of Chemistry and Pharmasy
i the University of Buffalo, in a earefuly oonsidered report
apon its merits, conludes la these words:

" On the whole, this Inhaler seems to me, te aeeomplish its
parposes, by novel, yet by the most siaple and efeetual
means ; to be philosophical in eoneeption, and well earried
ont la the exe.ution.'

Always rady, no danger of breaking or spilling, beolides
beig as- safe and egeient lu the hande of the noviee as the
ldtpt. Made of Hard Rubber, it may be earried about the
person as handily as à penat case, and used regardless of
lime or place. Patented in the United Sttas, England aed
0aad8.! Over à0,000 now in use in tht. country.

Pries $2, ineluding Inhalant for two months' use. Neatiy
put up and sont by mail free, on recelpt of price. Extra
bottiez of Inhalant, 50o. Liberal discount to the trade.
Kept by al druggists. Send your address and recelve our
descriptive circular, post-paid.

W. H. SMITH & CO.,
402 and 406 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Samples to Physicians free by mail on receipt of $1.

In Pres :

GYNECOLOGICAL TRANSACTIONS.
Volume I. being the Transactions of the

American Gynecological Society at its first
Annual Meeting, held in New York Septem-
ber 13, 14, 15, 1876, is now in press, and will be
published In a few weeks by

H. O. HOUGHTON AND COMPANY,
' solnaswr &rMMr, Boerox;

EU»RD AD noUGHToN,
1 Asao PLAcaM, New Yoax.

JOSEPH DAVIDS & CO.

CHEMISTS & DRUGGISTS,
Wholesale and Retail Derers lra

DBUG, CHEM1AL8, TRUSSE,

SURGICAL APPLIANCES, &c., &c.

PROPRIETOR or DAvins' MOTH-PROOF LINEN

BAGS.

QUEEN'S OWN BOUQUET.

171 KING-STREET EAST, TORONTO.
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THE IMPROVED

TROMMER'SF XIRIJT
0F

1111[11
This Extract is prepared from the best Canada Barley Malt, by an improved process whichprevents injury to its properties by excess of heat. It is less than half as expensive as the

foreign extract; it is also more palatable, convenient of administration, and will not ferment.
Attention is invited to the following analysis of this Extract as given by S. H. Douglas, Prof. of Chemistry, UNIVER-"ITY 0)F MICHIGAN, Anii Arbor:
" TROMMER EXTRACT OF MALT CO.:-I enclose herewith my analysis of your EXTRÂCT Or MALT: Malt Sugar(Glucose), 46.1; Dextrine, Hop-bittor, Extraative Matter, 23.6; Albuminous Matter (Diastase), 2.469; Ash-Phosphates,

1.712; Alkalies, .377; Water, 25.7. Total, 99.958." In comparing the above analysis with that of the Extract of Malt of the GERmAN PRAMAAcoeIA, as given by Rager,that has been so generally received by the profession, I find it to substantially agree with that article.
"Yours truly, SILAS H. DOUGLAS,"lProf. of Analytical and Applied Cbemistry."This invaluable preparation is highly recommended by the medical profession as a mot effective therapeutie agent forthe restoration of delicate and exhausted constitutions. It is very nutritious, being rich in both muscle and fat-producing

materials.
By many American physicians, and among others by such foreign authorities (German, French, and English) asN.emeyer, Trousseau, and Aitken, the Malt Extract is extolled in the treatment of impaired, difficult and "irritable"digestion, boss of appetite, aick headache, chronic liarrhoea, cough, bronchitis, asthma, consumption, the debility offemales, and of the aged, in retarded convalescence from exhausting diseases, and indeed most all depressing maladies,in whieh it bas been found very'sustaining and strengthening, and admirably adapted for building up and invigorating thesystem. It is often well borne by the stomach when every kind of food is rejected, thus actually sustaining life.The presence of a large proportion of Diastase renders it most effective in those forms of disease originating in imperfect digestion of tAe tarchy element. of food.
A angle dose of the Improved Trommer's Extract of Malt contains a larger quantity of the active properties of Maltthan a pint of the best ale or porter; and not having undergone fermentation, is absolutely free from alcohol and carbonieacid.
The dose for adults is from a dessert to a tablespoonful three times daily. It is best taken after meals, pure, or mixedwith a glass of milk, or in water, wine, or any kind of spirituous liquor. Each bottle contains Oua AND ONs HàLlPouNDE of the Extraot. Price $1.00.
In addition to the Igtract of Malt with Hop@, the attention of physicians is invited to the following combinationu:

I d
LroL 'vevçA

TROMMER'S EXTRACT OF MALT,
ERRATED.

Each dose contains four graine of the Pyrophosphate of
Iron. Particularly adapted to cases of ansemia. PaxcE,

Improved - ~

TROMMERS EXTRACT OF MALT,
WITH CITRATE OF IRON AND QUINIA.

Appropriate where Iron and Quinine are jointly indiested.
Very beneficial in the ansemie state following autumnal
fevers in ohlgrosib, oniargod :spleen, etrbunpleso ýbQils, &s.
It is a pleaaant tonie, the bitter taste being very. effectually
disgaised. Each dose contains four grains of the Citrate of
Iron 4ad Quinia. Paros, $1.50,

Improved

TROMMErS EXTRAC 0F MALT,
with HYPOPHOSPHITES.

Far superior te any of the " Syrups " of Hypophosphitea,
and invaluable in anoemia, scrofulous, tuberculous, aud other
cachectic conditions. In the various affections to which acre-
fulous children are liable, as marasmus, rachitis, caries of
the spine, &c., it is very efficacious. This combination i,
in certain caaes, even more efficient iL exhaustion from undue
lactation than the Extract of Malt with Hops. Paicn, $1.50.

Improved

TROMMER'S EXTRACT 0F MALT
with the IODIDES OF IRON and MANGANESE

The experience of the late Sir J. Y. Simpson and othersin the use of this combination of salta bas been fully conflrmed
by more recent experience. Particularly recommended in
anmia dependent upon scrofula, phthisis, cancer, the sypbi-litic cacbexj, enlarged aplbon, and in chi 'orosia where ronatone bas failed. Each dose contains one grain each f iIodides of Iron and Manganese. PaicE, $1.50.

ImproVed

TROMMERS EXTRACT OF MALT,
fflth ALTERATIVEs

Each dose contains the proper proportions of the lodide of
Calcium and Iron, and of the Chlorides and Bromides of
Magnesium, Sodium, and Potassium. This- comiinatiôn ofthe most potent alteratives with tonics and restorattes has
been successfully employed in the different forme of diseasé
dependent upon the ' modified scrofulous diathesis," as
general perverfed glindular action, disease of the bones andcartilages, catarrhal affections of the eye, ear, and naso-
pharyngeal mucous surfaces, ecsematous, and other onta-
neous eruptions, in rheumatic arthritis, acrofulous rheuma-
tism, &0. PaxCE, $1.50.

PREPARED BY

TROMMEP'S EZTAOT OF LT 00.,
For Sale by Wholesale Druggists throughout the United States and Canada.
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McGILL UNIVERSITY,
MONwrREAL.

F-ACULTY O~E' VIEDICI]SEE.

SUMMER SESSION-MAY Ist to JULY 21st, 1877.

The Medical Faculty established Iist year the first regular summer session, in which practical and demonstrative
courses, and systematic clinical instruction were given. Forty students availed themselves of the advantages
offered, and the diligence with which the classes were followed showed how much such practical teaching is ap..
preciated.

The Faculty fuels that the time is corne, when the intermittent system, at present in vogue, of six months' work
and six months' vacation, so prejudicial to the steady and continuous progress of the student, should be abandoned
and that at least nine ionths of each year should be spent in regular organized study. It is with this view that
the sumner session has been establis4hed, and the hope is here expressed, that all students will endeavour to take
one or more of these extra sessions, the fees for which have been purpos-ly placed so low as to be almost nominal.

As is only natural, the advantages offered by the city of Montreal, for the practical study of Medicine and
Surgery are unequalled in the Dominion. In the wards of the General Hospital there are always, and more
particularly in the summer months when navigation is open, a large collection of interesting medical and surgical
cases. In the out-door department, there is a dail) attendance of between 75 and 100 patients, whicn afford excel-
lent instruction in minor surgery, routine medical practice, and discases of children. The Eye and Ear department
lately established, will afford an opportunity of studying practically, under skilled direction, these important
branches.

The attendance of the Medical officers is systematic and punctual.
At the University Lying-in Hospital. Obstetrical cases are furnished to the students in rotation.
The Faculty has much pleasure in announcipg the following cours s for the summer session of this year.

CL1NICAL INSTRUCTION at bedside, in the Montreal General Hospital. Daily DRS. DRAKE ai MAcCAL-
12.30-2. LUM.
A limited number of dresserships and clinical clerkships, may be obtained on appli-

cation to the attending and out-door Physicians.
MINOR SURGERY.-Bandaging, application of splints, homostatics, cathet.rism, &c. G. E. FENWICK, Professor of

Six demonstrations of operative surgery on the cadaver. Wednesdays 10 a.m. j Surgery.
DISEASES OF WOMEN.-,Methods of exanining patient. Use of Speculum and D. C. MACCALLUM, Professor

uterine sound. Disorders of Menstruation. Leucorrhoa. It causes and treatment. of Obstetrios and Diseua of
Tumors of the Uterus. Displacements of the Uterus, &c. Mondays 11 a.m. Woem .

CLINICAL MEDICINE.-Lectures founded upon cases in the wards. Physical Ex- GEO. ROSS, Profesor of Cli-
amination of Heart and Lungs, with demonstrations. The Urine in disease, Tues- eas Medicine.
days 10 a.m.

DISEASES OF CHILDREN.-Anatomical and physiological peculiarities of infancyl
and childhood. Infantile Hygienics. Peculiarities of symptoms. Therapeutics WM. GARDNER, Professor of
and Dosage. Consideration of the more common and important diseases of child-, Medical Jurisprudence.
hood. Thursdays, 10.30 a.m. J

OPHTHALMIC MEDICINE AND SURGERY.-Methods of diagnosis (with ophthal-)
moscopic work) Commoner forms of diseases of the Eye and their treatment. F. BULLE R, Lecturer on Oph-
Wounds and injuries of the Eye. Practical instruction in operations. Mondays thalmic Medicine A Surgery.
9 a.m.

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL ANATOMY, demonstrations on Brain. Sympathetic F. SHEP
system. Thorax and Abdomen. Hernia-inguinal and femoral. Surface markings. H RD, Demonstrator
Triangles of neck. Bladder. Urethra. Perineum. Larynx, &c. Fridays 10 a.m. J of Anatomy.

ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS.-Electricity, varieties of Batteries. Animal Electricity
and Electro-Physiology, Electro-Diagnosis. The induced and constant current. WM. GARDNER, Professor of
Modes of application. Medical Diseases in which Electricity is useful. Electrolysis Medical Jurisprudence.
and Galvanic cautery. Saturdays 10.30 a.m.

PRACTICAL PATHOLOGY.-Consisting of 20 demonstrations in the Autopsy room of)
the Hospital. Students will make the post mortems in rotation and receive practical WM. OSLER, Professor of Phys-
instruction in the manner of performing them and keeping records of their observa- , iology and Pathology.
tions. Bi-weekly, 1 p.m.
AIl students desirous of attending the above course will be expected to register their names with Prof. Craik,

(Registrar of the Faculty,) on or before the 15th of May, 1877, and pay in advance a fee of $10. The fees will be de-
Voted to the improvement and extension of the Faculty's Library and Museum, to which students can always obtainacosas.

Certificates of attendance on the various courses will be given.
The following special courses will be conducted during the summer, and may be taken by enregistered students.

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY-Including blow-pipe manipulations, qualitative analysis,)
toxicological investigations, &c. This course is the same as, and may be taken in G. P. GIRDWOOD, Professor
lieu of, the sessional course during the winter. Fee $12.00. Monday, Wednesday, j of Practical Ghemistry.
Friday, 2-5 p.m.

PRACT1CAL HISTOLOGY-Normal and Pathological, a course of 24 lessons. Micro-)
acopes, reagents and material provided. Fee $20. Tuesday, Thursday, nad Satur- WM. OSLER, Professorof Phi-
day, 2.5 p.m. Extra hour for Laboratory work, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, , uiology sud Pathology.
5-6 p.m. J
For further information, or Catalogue, address,

ROBERT CRAIK, M.D., Registrar, 2 Phillips Square.
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The attention of the melcal profession is ivitei to this instrumeut as the most perfect ever invented for treating Prolapsus Uteri, orFailing of the lVoînb. Lt is an Abdominal and Uterine Supporter coînbined.The Abdoinal Support is a broad norocco leather belt with elastic straps to buckle around the hips, with concave front, so shaped as tOhold up the abdonsen.
The Uterie Support is a cul aid stem made of very bigbiy pblisbed hard rubber, very light and durable, shaped to fit the mouth of the

womnb, witb openings for the secretinss to pass out, and wIicbý can be bcîst to any, curve desired, by heating i n vers- bot water.The cup and stem is suspended to the belt by two soft elastic Rubber Tubes, wi h are fasteed t the fiit ofttig e beit by simple leops,pass down through the stem of the cul) and up to the back of the belt. These soft rubber tubes beteastie adapt themselves toal the vary,ing positions of the body and perform the service of the ligaments of the wonsb.The Instrument s very cofortable to the patient, eau be renoved or replaced by ber at will, can be worn at all times, wiIl
flot iterfere with nature's necessities, will not corrode, and is lighter than metal. Lt will answer for ail cases of Anteversi on,' Retroversion,or any Flexion of the Womb, and is used by the le-ading Physicians with never failing succeas even in tie nost difficut cases.

Price-to Physicians, $8.00; to Patients, $12.00.Instruments sent by mail, at our risk, on receipt of price, with 90 cents added for postage ; or by express, C.o.D.

ur. MCINTOSH'S NATURAL UTERINE SUPPOR=ER CO.,
296 West Lake Street, Chicago, Ill.Our vainable pamphlet, " Some Practical Facts about Displacement of the Womb,' will be sent you free on application.

BETHESDA THE LONDON HOSPITAL
OF WMEDICAL COLLEGE.0F

WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN,
----------- lq>--The London Hospital situated in the east endThis Minerai Water has been highly recommended In the treat-ment of ail diseases of the Kidneys and Urinary Organs, such as of London in the immediate vicinitv of theDiabetes, Brigbt's Disease, Inflamnmation of the Kidney, Renal Calculi†..ofuLordonranethe immediisttheicinityrofcthe

d uur Gravel, Stone mn the Bladder, &c., &c.Ia has been tboroughiy tested in thetreatnent of Urdemie diseasesand bas given aimost universai satisfaction.
Professor W. Parker, M. D., of New York, says Having seen thehappy resuits from tbe Bethesda Waeer, im Diabetes, and from reportswhicb bave reacbed me, I wisb you would furnisb a suppiy for tbehospitals and profession of the city."

REFERENCES KINOLY PERMITTED:
Ven. Archdeacon Fuller, Toronto. J. H. Ricbardson, M.D. Toronto*Rev. M. S. Darling, Toronto. J. D. Smitb, Esq., Toronto.

.Ei

General
HARD OWEN,
Agentfor the Dominion of Canada,

7 VONGE STREET,
Toronto, Ont.

TO INVALIDS.
A medical mans wbo is preparing an outflt to travel over tbe plainso Colorado, in order to benefit bis healtb, is desirous of the Companyof three or four otbers wbo may have a similar object in view. T etrip la likely to hé higbly enjoyable assd well caldulated to restorethose suffering from pulmonary disease. REFERENCES AND ADDREss, ATTM~ 'LANUET " OFFICE, TORONTO.

OPENING FOR A PHYSICIAN.
A PhysicianWho has a well established practice in a thriving Villagepn western Ontario wishes to dispose of his residence and good will ofPractich, Spiendid Country surroundmng. This is a good opening forthoroughly relabie maR. For the address apply to the Editor ofthe CANADA LANCET, TORONTO.

Docks, contains 8oo beds, and is the

LARGEST GENERAL HOSPITAL
in the United Kingdom,

Canadian and American graduates are admitted to
Perpetual Practice, Medical and Surgical,

including Dresserships for

W TE N CU IN E AS..29
Apply to the Secretary, Medical College, London

Hospital, Mile End, London, E.

BRIG HXA H A L L,
CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK,

AN ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE OF THE PRIVATE CLASI,
INCORPORATED BY SPECIAL ACT IN 1859.

Inquiries may be addressed to

DR. D. R. BURRELL,
Reident PhysicisI-

NýE 8 U P P 0 RTje.
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Established 1846.

B. A. MITCHELL & SON,
114 Dundas Street West, North Side,

LONDON, ONT.

We beg leave to draw the attention of the Physicians of Ontario to our preparations of

Tinctures, Elixirs, Fluid Extracts and Syrups,
Which we warrant as good,. if not superior, to American preparations which flood our markets. Our laboratory is managed
by a practical chemist, who is also a graduate of medicine, and knowing the wants of the profession, we ask for a share of
their patronage, knowing that our goods will compare with any, not only in regard to quality but in price. Physicians
will confer a favour by calling on us when in London. Correspondence promptly attended to; private formulas prepared.
We also have in stock a full line of

TRUSSES, ELASTIO GOODS, SHOULDER-BRAGES, SUPPORTERS, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
at New York prices.

PETROLEUM

geSend for quotations ; price-list and catalogue sent to any address.

JELLY

VASELINE
The attention of physicians, druggists and hospitals, is called to this article, and to the fact that it

is favourably regarded and extensively used both in the United States and England, by the profession,
and by pharmacists for OINTMENTS, CERATES, &c.

As a dressing for WOUNDS, CUTS, BRUISES, BURNS, SPRAINS, PILES, RIHEUMATISM,
SKIN DISEASES, CATARRH, SORES or ERUPTIVE DISEASES, and all contused and inflamed
surfaces, it is not equalled by any known substance.

In the treatnIent of COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP, DIPHTHERIA, and of THROAT
and CH EST complaints, the best results are obtained. 25c., 50c. and pound bottles $1.00.

VASELINE was awarded a Grand Medai and Diploma at the Centennial Exposition, Philadelphia, 1876. Report of Judges. «Novelty
great value in pharmacy, unequalled purity, and superiority of manufacture." Professor Wm. Odling, F.R.S., Great Britain; Professor C. F.
Chandler, New York; Prof. Rudolph Van Wagner Germany; Prof. F. A. Genth, Pennsylvania; Prof. 1. F. Kuhlman, France; J. W. Mallet,
Virginia. Pomade Vaseline, Vaseline Cold âream, Vaseline Camphor Ice, are all exquisite toilet articles made from pure Vaseline,
and excel all similar ones. 25c., 50c. and $1. 00.

ACENTS-Lymans, Clare & Co., Montreal, and Lyman Bros., Toronto.

J. H. GEMEIG,
MANUFACTURER OF

AND

ORTHOPoEDICAL INSTRUMENTS,
* 109 SOUTH EIGHTH ST., PH1LADELPHIA.

Aspirators, Axilla Thermometers, Hypodermic Syringes,
Nelaton's Catheters, Plaited Satin Sewing Silk for

Surgical purposes, HawkEley's Metallio
Stethoscopes, Elastic Stockings,

Apparatus for Club Foot,
Bow Legs, Spine

Diseases, &o.

Illustrated Catalogue and Price List sent on applioation.

AN INDISPENSABLE REQUISITE
For every Teacher, Advanced Student, Intelligent Family,

THE BEST ENGLISH DICTIONARY:

Webster's Unabridged.
The best practical English Dictionary extant."-Londou Quarterly

Review, Oct., 1873.
Froms the Chief Justice of the United States:

Washington, D. C., Oct. 25, 1875.- The book has become indispensa
ble to every student of the English language. A Law Library is not
complete without it, and the Courts look to it as of the highest authority
in all questions of definition. -MoRnisoN R, WAITE.

FOUR PAGES COLORED PLATES.
Published by G. & C. MERRIAM SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

SOLD BY ALL BOOKSELLERS
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Electrical Instruments ior Medical Use.
We respectfully refer to the following Eminent Physicians:

BOSTON.
Prof. Franeis Minot, M.D.
H. H. A. Beach. M.D.

CHICAGO.
Prof. N. S. Davis, M.D.
Prof. James S. Jewell, M.D.

DETROIT.
Prof. Theo. A. McGptw, E.D.
Prof. James F. Noyes, M.D.
Prof. Albert B. Lyons, M.D.
Prof. Leartus Connor, M.D.

ST. LOUIS.
Prof. J. K. Bauday, M.D.
Prof. Jas. B. Johnson, M.D.

NUW YORK CITY.Prof. W. A. Hammond, M.D.Prof. Lewvi A. Sayre, M.D.
Poof. James R. Wood, M.D.

PETYADM-PHIA.
Prof. Robert E. Rogers, M.D.
Prof. B. Howard Rand, M.D.

CANADA.
Dr. Theo. Mack, M.D., St. Ca-

tharines.
Dr. Fife Fowler, M.D., Kingst'aDr. John R. Dickson, M.D.,

Kingston.
Dr. B. H. Lemon, M.D., Tho-

rold.
Drs. Orton & Alexander, M.D.,

Fergus.
Dr. A. Wolverton, M.D., Ham-

1lton.
- Dr. J. Fulton, M.D., Toronto.Galvano-Faradic Manufacturing Company,

FOR SALA YT.V LYM TN W
~'~ii, 4KU t la S

Send for Catalogue, with a concise and rti - t

%*0 UTTO & SONS,
(Successors to OTO &p

(REYN D IrERS.)
MANUFACTURERS & IMPORTERS OF

Surgical Instruments and Orthopedical Appliances,
TI E PATENT SPIRAL SPRING MING PESSAOR.Tne engraving below shows the manner of manufacturng the Ring Pessary. In a spiral spring f brase wire about eight colis of thiarounded qhalebone are inserted, which is bound tooseiy by the spiral spring, thus aiiowing the cols of whaiebone to revoive around themselves, gi. ing, as vill readily be seen, more elasticity than they would were they bound tightly by a soft wire of any material, the onds of thiespring are then screwed together, and the whole covered with soft rubber of exceedingly smooth surface. We manufacture in the abovemanner t.ýe Bow Pessary, Albert Smith's and all other shapes MSUUfaOtued oinly byF. G. OTTO & SONS, 674 CHATHAM SiTREET, NEW YORK.

WARRANTED
NOT TO BREAK.

Cannot be surpaed

N.Y ;ELASTICITY

AND

DRing Pessary, . . . $075
Bow Pessary, . . . . 10

For ale by

DRUGGISTS
AND

INSTRUMENT

F. 0. Oto & Sons' Patent Tru" Pad. DEALERS.

-N BROS,'TORONTO.
p - a Quide for their use

dm
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL

CITY OF NEW YORK.

SESSIONS 0F 1877'-7S.

THE COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces a Preliminary Autumnal Term, the Regular Winter Session,

THE PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1876-77 will commence on Wednesday, September î9, 1877,
and continue until the opening of the Regular Session. During this term, instruction, consisting of didactic lectures on
special subjects, and daily clinical lectures, will be given as heretofore, by the entire Faculty. Students designing to
attend the Regular Session are strongly recommended to attend the Preliminary Term, but attendance during the latter
is not required. Dur ing the Preliminary Term, clinical and didactic lectures will be given in precisely the same number ana
order as in the Regular Session.

THE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, October 3, 1877, and end about the Ist of March
1878.

ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M. D., Emeritus Prof. of Obstetries and Diseases of Women, and President of the Faculty.
JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., Emeritus Prof. of Surgery.
FORDYCE BARKER, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Women.

AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., Prof. of the Principles and Practice of Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.
W. H. VANBUREN, M. D., Prof. of Principles and Practice of Surgery with Diseases of the Genito-Urinary System and Clinital Surgery
LEWIS A. SAYRE, M.D., Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery, Fractures and Dislocations, and Clinical Surgery.
ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.D., Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgery.
WILLIAM T. LUSK, M. D., Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and Clinical Midwifery.
EDMUND B. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D., Prof. of Gynæcology.
WILLIAM M. POLK, M. D., Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Medicine.
AUSTIN FLINT, Ja., M.Û., Prof. of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and Secretary of the Faculty.
APLPHEUS B. CROSBY, M.D., Prof. of General, Descriptive, and Surgical Anatomy.
R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Prof. of Pathological Anatomy and Iistology, Diseases of the Nervous System and Clinital Medice.

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARMMENTS, ETC.

HENRY D. NOYES, M.D., Professor of Opthalmology and Otology.
JOHN P. GRAY, M. D., LL.D., Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.
EDWARD L. KEYES, M. D., Professor of Dermatology, and adjunet to the Chair of Principles of Surgery.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Professor of Practical Anatomy. (Demonstrator of Anatomy.)
LEROY MILTON YALE, M. D., Lecturer Adjunct upon Orthopedic Surgery.
A. A. SMITH M.D,.'Lecturer Adjunct upon Clinical Medicine.

A distinctive feature of the method of instruction in this College is the union of clinical and didatic teaching. All
the lectures are given within the Hospital grounds. During the Regular Winter Session, in addition to four didactic
lectures on every week-day, except Saturday, two or three hours are daily allotted to clinical instruction.

The Spring Session will consist chiefly of Recitations from Text Books. This term continues from the first of
March to the first of June. During this Session there will be daily recitations in all the Departments, held by a corps of
examiners appointed by the regular Faculty. Regular clinics are also given in the Hospital and College Building.

Fees for the Regular Session.
Fees for Tickets to all the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Term, including Clinical Lectures............ 140
Martriculation Fee........................................................................... 500
Demonstrator's Ticket (includimg materialfor dissection).............. ................................ 10 00
Graduation Fee ............. .............................. .................................. 80 00

Fees for the Spring Session.

Matriculation (Ticket good for the following Winter)..........................................s 5 00
Recitations. Clinics, and Lectures.................................................................................. 35 00
Dissecting (Ticket good for the following Winter) .......................................... ...................... 10 00

Students who have attended two fuil Winter courses of Lectures mnay be examined at the end of their second course upon
Materia Medica, Physiology, A notomy, and Chemistry, and, if successful, they will be cxamined at the end of their third
Course upon Practice of Medicine, .Surgerj, and Obstetrics only.

For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other information, address

PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR.,
Secretary Bellevue Hospital Medical Colleg
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Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anguishto calm and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, and

regulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself witn a supply of that
marvellous remedy discovered by DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE (late Medical Staff), to wbich he gavethe name of

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy everdiseovered.

CHLRODYNE is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedyever discovered.
CHLORODYNE is the best remedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.Cr LORODYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, Fever,Croup, Ague.
CHLORODYNE acts like a charm in Diarrha, and is the only specific in Cholera and Dysentory.CHLORODYNE effectually cuts short all attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and Spasme.
CeiLORODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, Toothache,

Extract from indian Economist.
L" We direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed some years since by ourselves, and corroborated by oursubsequent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne io in many cases of Low Fever immense y superior toQuinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Cellis Brmwne's Chorudyne ri pet

properly appraised in India. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child three days o rd. Wre medicalmon but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatment of ti-thirds of the diseases to which children are subject. Its curative power in simply amasing."
IEarl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a despatch from Rer Majesty's Consulat Manilla, to the effect that Cholera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service aes CHLORO-DYNE."-See Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864.

From W. VESALIUS PETTIGREW, M.D., Hon. F.R.C.S., England.
Formerly Lecturer of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine.I have no heitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have nover met with any Medicine se efflea-cious as an Anti-Spasmodic and Sedative. I have tried it in Consumption, Avthma, Diarrhmet, and other diseases, and amont perfectly satisfied with the results."

From Dr. THoMAs SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork.
"I will thank you to send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the mont efficacious remedy Iever used, afford-ing relief in violent attacks of Spasme within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, ho Ias suffered:foryears with periodical attacks of Spasms of a most painful nature, and unable te obtain relief from other remedies, sud asopium, &c., finds nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chlorodyne.'

From Dr. B. J. BoULTON & Co., florncastie.
" We have made pretty extensive use of Chlorody'ne in our practice lately, and iook upon it as an excellent directSedative and Anti-Spasmodic. It seems to allay pain and irritation ln 'hatever organ, and from whatever cause. Itinduces a feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seems te possess this great advantageever all other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after effects."

From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford.
" It is without doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONSe
CAUTION.-The extraordinary medical reports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importance that thepublie should obtain the genuine . which bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's renirodyne."Vice-Chancellor Woonistated that Dr. J. COLLIS BRoWNR was undeubtedly the Inventer of CHLORODYNE: that the-whole story of the Defepdant, FREEMAN, was deliberately untrue.
Lord Chancellor Seiborne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misrepresentationof the decision of Vice-Chancellor Wood.
Chemists throughout the lani confirm this decision that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLORODYNE.Sold in Bottles at 1s l½d., 2s 9d., 4s 6d., each. Nono genuine without the words "Dr. J.COLLIS BIOWNE'S CHLORODYNE " on the Government Stamp. Overwhelming Medical

Testinony accor mpanies each bottle.
SOLE MANUFACTURER-J T. DAVRNPORTF, 33 GREAT RUmSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY, LONDON.
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RENJhRY f OSE,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-CoR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.

The following prices of a few of the leading requirements of the profession will serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject toIarket fluctuations, quality being bsteemed of the first importance. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors are kept in 8 oz bottles, and the prioe
joted includes the bottle. gF Terms Cash less 5 per cent. discount. Corrected to Apl. 1st, 1877.

Acid,Carbolic.............. oz.
Sulph. Ar.........8 oz. bot.
Hydrocyan ......... 1 "i

Ammon. Carb...... ........ lb.
.&ther, Nit.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .8 oz. bot.

" Sulph..........
" " Ce........ "

Antim. Pot. Tart...........0o.
Argenti Nit. fus.........
Balsam Copaib.. ........ 8 oz. bot.
Bismuth, Car.............. o.
Cerri Oxalas................ "i
Chloral H> rate ..
Chlorodyne ................ "d
Chloroform................ lb.
Cinchon, Sul............... OZ.
Ergot, pulv........ ....
Emp. Lyttæ...............lb.
Ext. Beliadon..............oz.

Colocynth o.
Gentian ............... "i

' Hyosciam, Ang........ "u
' Sarza Co., Ang........ "d

Nucis Vom.........
'Taraxacum.......... "

Fol. Buchu............
" Senna.................

Gun, Aloes Soc.........
" " "pulv... "

" Acacia, pulv..........
Glycerine, pure............. lb.
Ferri, Am. Cit........ ...... oz.

et Quin. Cit.
" Citro,phos.........

FerrumRedact..........
Ilydrarg, Chlor......... ",

C Creta..........

$ c
0 20
0 07
0 23
0 25
0 22
0 33
0 28
0 08
1 20
0 55
0 20
0 30
0 13
0 15
1 20
0 500 15
1 25
0 20
0 12
0 os
0 20
0 30
0 75
0 07
0 50
0 30
0 90
1 10
0 60
0 30
0 12
0 65
0 180 15
0 10
0 07

Iodine, resub .............. Z.
Jalapin.. .............
Lin. Saponis.. .......... 8 oz. bot.
Liq. Ammon.. ..........

Arsenic ............
" Bismuth...........

Donovan...........
"OpiiSed............. "
Potass............

Mist. Ferri Co............8 oz. bot.
Morph. Sul. ............... Oz.

" Mur............
01. Crotonis............

Jecoris Asselli..........lb.
Olivie Opt..........

Opium................... OZ.
Powd............

Pil. Aloes ............... gros.
et Ferri.......... ".

Assafotid..........
" Cath. Co., U. S.

Hydrarg, Mass........ lb.
" y "d Subchlor. Co. gross,
Rhei. Co..........
Podophyllin, Co.

Plumbi Acet............... lb.
Potass. Acet............

" Bicarb .. .... .. .. . "
" Bromid..........
" Iodid...........

Pulv. Creta Co.. .... ....
" "C Oplo . • "

Co Ip a ... .......... "é

" Jalapa......... ..
Quinæe Su..................0z.

8 c.
0 40
1 75
0 24
0 17
0 20
0 40
0 28
1 30
0 17
0 20
4 00
4 00
0 15
0 25
0 30
0 65
0 75
0 30
0 30
0 38
0 30
0 45
1 00
0 30
0 35
0 40
0 25
0 60
0 35
0 85
5 000 75
1 00
2 60
2 25
1 50
390

A full assortment of Trusses, Shoulder Braces, Supporters, &c., &c., at the lowest rates.
supply of reliable Vaccine-Scabs, $2 ; Half-Scabs, $1. Enemas from 75c.

Rad. Rhei. pulv............ lb. 20c
Santonine ................. oz. 1 25
Soda Bicarb................ lb 4" Potass. Tart.. 14

Spir.Campor..0 32Spir. Camphor............ 8 oz. bot. 0 2
Ammon. Co.......... " 0

Syr. Aurant .. 025
Codeia .0
Ferri lod .............. 90
Strych. Phos. Co 40
Hypophos ...--...... ) O 70
Phosph.Co............ 0 46
SenegS . . 40
ScillS . 38

Tinct. Aconit . 20
Arnica .. " 024Calumb...............:" 0 24

"Camph. CO ...... .. .... " 0 20
Cardam. Co . « 2
Catechu 0 24

" Cinchon Co ........ , 20
" Colch.em.... 0

Digital.. 0 20
Ergot............. 040Ferri Perchlor....... " 0 18
Gentian Co.. . . . 0>20
Hyosciam............. "
lodine . 2

" Nucis Vom.. ...
0 -1 (>24

Valer ............. 0'VRea V0............o. 5>0

Zinci.. . 0 40
Vin. Ipecac.... .... ,.,..,8 oz. bot. 030

"1 Antim ................. 
0 20

Arrangements have been made for a constant

DR. MARTIN'S COW-POX VIRUS
Absolutely Pure Non-Humain ed Vaooine Virus.

Obtained by the method of

TRUE ANIMAL VACCINATION,
Instituted by Prof. Depaul of Paris, in April, 1866, from the
famous case of Spontaneous Cow-Pox at Beaugency, in
Prance, and inaugurated in America in September, 1870, by
Dr. Henry A. Martin, with virus and autograph instructions
from the hand of Prof. Depaul. Our establishment is by far
the largest and most perfect in the world.

LARGE IVORY "LANCET" POINTS, PACKAGES OF
10...................................$2.00.

PRIMARY CRUSTS (SCABS), MOST CAREFULLY
SELECTED ...................... $5.00.

Al Virus in fully warranted efficient. It will be packed
to go with perfect safety by mail. Pull directions for useaccompany each package. Remittances must accompany
order. Safe delivery of Virus insured.

DR. HENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
Boston Highlands, Mass.

ESTABLISHED 1836. NEW YORK.
INTERNATIONAL ERXII ION, PHIL., 1876.

For "General Excellence in manufacture."
H1. PLAN TEN & soN.

224 William street.
GELATINE CAPSULES

OF ALL, KIjNDS. ALSO,

Empty Capsules (5 sizes).
New Preparations added continually Samples and Price-Lists senton application.

A NONTHLY JOURNAL OP

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE,
CRITICISM AND NEWS.

The independent organ of the Profession, and the largest
and most widely circulated Medical Journal in Canada.

lssued promptiy On the lst of each month.

Subsoription $3 per annum in advance. Single
0pies 30 Cents, for Sale by

WILLING & WILLIAMSON, TORONTO.
Offoe at Dudley & Burns, Printers, Colborne Street

Rear Canadian Bank of Commerce.
Ail Communications containing Remittances, Drafts or

Post-office Orders, to be addressed to J. FULToN, M.D.,
Manager, Toronto.
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(KNIGHT OF THE LEGION OF HONOUX-PRANCE; KNIGHT OF THE ORDER OF LEOPOLD-BELGIUM.)LIGHT-BROWN COD LIVER OIL.
SELECT MEDICAL OPINIONS.

Sir HENRY MAIRSH, Bart., M.D., T.C.D., Sir. G. DUNCAN GIBB, ELtrt., I.D., LL.DPhysician in Ordinary to the Queen in Ireland. Physician and Lecturer on Forensic Medicine,dI have frequently prescribed DR. DE JoNGH's Light- Westminster Hospitalc.Brown Cod Liver O. I consider it to be a very pure Oi, thThe experience of many years bas abundantly proves
net likely to create disgust, and a therapeutie agent of the truth of every word said in favor of Dr. Dz JoNGOn'dgreat value." Light-Brown Cod Liver Oil by any of our firt Physicians

and Chemists, thus staping himany a high authority and anDr. JONATHAN PIERERA, F.R.., able Chemist whose investigations have rerained unquesAuthor of " The Elements of Materia Medica and i
Therapeutics. Dr. LETHEBV,

"It was fitting that the author of the best analysis and Medal Ojîcer of Heath and Chief Ana/yInvestigations into the properties of Cod Liver Oil should London. st t the Cityhimself be the purveyor of this important medicine. I "In ail cases 1 have found Dr. Du JoGH's LightBrownknow that no one can be better, and few so well, acquainted "In l l asessI nwiht the physical and chemical properties of this medicine Cod Liver Oi possessing the sanie set of properties, arongas yourself, whom 1 regard as the highest authority on the which the presence of choleij compeund, and of odine in aaubject. The Oil is of the very finest quality, whether ton- state of organic combination, are the ost ren arkabe n Itsidered with reference to its colour, flavour, or chemical pro- is, I believe, universally acknowledgod that this Ol haserties; and I am satisfied that for medicinal purposes no great therapeutic power; and, fron MY investigations, nor Oil can be procured." have no doubt of its being a pure and unadultiratd article.

Dr. EDWARD SIMITH, F.R.S., Dr. LANKESTER. F.R.S.,Coroner/for Centra? Midalesex.Medical O#cer to the Poor-Law Board of Great Britain. 1 conider that the purity and genuinens of this it" We think it a great advantage that there is one kind of are secured in its preparation by the personal attention ofCod Liver Oil which is universally admitted to be genuine-- so good a Chemist and intelligent a Physician as Dr. Dithe Light-Brown Oil supplied by Dr. DE IONGS. It has long JONGH. He has also written the bet Medical Treatise obeen our practice, when prescribing the Oil, to recommend the Oil, with which I arn acquaited. enc I deei on.tis kind, since, amidst so much variety and uncertainty, Cod Liver Oil sold under bis guarantee te dprferable towe have confidence in its genuineness." any other kind as regards gnuinens and medioina eficacy

Dr. BARLOW Dr. BANS,Senior Physician to Guy's Hospital. King's Professor of the Practice of Physic at theI have frequently recommended persons consulting me University oDublin.to Make u e f D Dt J
s joe. ONGHs8 Cod Liver Oil. I have beenwell satisfled with its effecta, and believe it te ho a very pureO, well fitted for those cases in which the use of that sub-stance is indicated.".

Dr. PROSSER JAMES,
Lecturer on Materia Medica and Theretics atte

London peulcs a th

" I have in the course f MY practi4, extonsiveîy omplcyedDr. DE JONGH's Light-Brown Cod Liver O, and I have noehouitation in stating that I consider it the bout of ail theapecimens of Oil which have ever cne under m tehe fact of so able and accurate an observer as Dr. DicJONGE subjecting the Oil to careful analysiseves te Da
oxposure for sale, is a sufficient guarantee of iLt pur ty ad.

aI have always recognized your treatise on Ced Liver Oil Dr EDGAR SHEPPARDa tb. bout on the subjeot, and adopted its conclusion as teo/so ofPyhigia Aeiie igs e London.the superiority of the Light-Brown over the Pale Oil. 1 Dr. Shoppsyrdhoobas mede c iehave the Iss hositation in ex ressing myself in this sens ' Light-Brown Ced Livr O , and bas great pleaure in testi-sian twenly edorsing Pre opinion sent t you more fying to its superiority over every other preparation tes tthan twonty yearse ago-by Dr. Pereira, my illustrions pro- met with in this country. It bas Lb. rare exceloence of boingdocessor in the chair of Materia Medica at the London well borne and assihilated by storarh which rojet theRempiLai." 
ordinary Oils.re

DR. DE JOl*CH'S LICHT-BROWN CODTLIV-R OIL*l supplied ONLY in ImPERIAL Balf-Pint, Pints and Quarts hlh are seaed wth E IV E o Llrnpressed on the top withl DR. DE JONGH'B Stanip, and oni thecaide With his Signature 'a lusit X*aecausellunder the PIuk Wrapper wlth his Stamp and Signature, ad the Sarnature id whiaee IdWITHOUT THESE MARKS NONE CAN POSSIBLY BE GENUINE.Sold by all Respectable Chemists andDruggiss throughout the World.

SOLE CONSICNEES
ANSAR, HARFORD & CO., 77, STRAND, LONDON.


